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THE CORNELL CERAMICS PROGRAM

by Arthur L Ruoff
The time preceding the seventh millenium
is known as the preceramics age, a designa-
tion that acknowledges the vital role of
ceramics in the development of human so-
ciety. Pottery, which made possible the
storage of agricultural products, was intro-
duced along with agriculture itself; clay
tablets were the first durable historical and
commercial documents.

Archaeological discoveries, including
pottery and tablets, provide clues to history
and reveal links to our past. For instance,
we know that the cities of Mycenae and
Troy in Homer's epic poems truly existed.
The island to which Odysseus returned
must also have been a real place, probably
visited by Homer; perhaps it is the Greek
island of Ithaki, after which our upstate
New York city of Ithaca is named.

Today we no longer rely on clay tablets,
but we do use a great many ceramic mate-
rials. We take for granted such common
modern artifacts as brick buildings, con-
crete highways, window glass, ceramic
flower pots, and bathroom fixtures. If
reminded, we recall that ceramics are a
vital component of the sparkplugs in our
automobiles and the insulators that hold
high-voltage transmission lines. Perhaps

we recall that ceramics line the furnaces in
which iron is melted to produce cast iron
and steel. Indeed, ceramics made possible
first railroads, and then the automobile and
trucking industries.

CERAMICS—FROM CLAY POTS
TO SUPERCONDUCTORS
The first ceramic objects were molded
from clay and simply dried in the sun. Then
it was learned that heating in a fire could
make them rock-hard. Over the millenia,
both materials and techniques have ex-
panded to the point that definitions are
difficult.

What are ceramics? Sometimes it seems
easier to say what they are not: they are
those solid materials that are not metals and
are not based on organic compounds. If
forced to be more specific, one could begin
by saying that ceramics include oxides
(such as aluminum oxide), nitrides (such as
silicon nitride), and carbides (such as boron
carbide). Sometimes a definition includes
nonmetallic inorganic substances in gen-
eral, and even diamond might be consid-
ered a ceramic. Often the term is reserved
for materials that can withstand very high
temperature.

Ceramics include crystalline materials
(such as quartz, one of several crystalline
forms of silicon dioxide) and amorphous or
glassy substances (such as the material
obtained when molten silicon dioxide is
cooled rapidly). More often than not, ce-
ramics are impure materials—solid solu-
tions and mixtures of several components.
Unlike archaeologists, materials scientists
would include in their definition a number
of geological materials, mostly oxides. To
the materials scientist, marble and granite
are ceramics, and so are gemstones such as
ruby (which is aluminum oxide, A12O3,
contaminated with chromium) and sap-
phire (which is A12O3 contaminated with
iron).

In 1987 still another kind of ceramic—
complex oxides prepared in the labora-
tory—made a stir in the scientific world
and the news media. The furor began in
earnest with the announcement by Paul
Chu, a professor of physics at the Univer-
sity of Houston, that he and his colleagues
had made a ceramic compound, copper
barium yttrium oxide, that was a supercon-
ductor at 96° K, approximately four times
the temperature at which metals become
superconducting.



"Today the uses and potential uses of ceramics
boggle the imagination"

THE USEFUL PROPERTIES
OF SYNTHETIC CERAMICS
Over the centuries, man-made ceramics
have been useful because of their physical
properties (animals and insects could not
penetrate clay storage vessels, for ex-
ample), their chemical resistance (the clay
pots of Jarmo in Kurdistan have persisted
for some nine thousand years), their high
melting point (crucial for the lining of steel
furnaces), their transparency (valuable for
glass objects), and, surely, their low cost.

Today the uses and potential uses of
ceramics boggle the imagination. They
include:
• Applications in communications. The
optical fiber, which is revolutionizing
the communication industry, is an example
of a high-tech ceramic material whose
development is an almost unbelievable
achievement of materials science and
engineering.

Also important are ceramic magnetic
materials that are electrical insulators.
These are ideal for transformers, such as
those in television sets, that are used at high
frequencies. (The reason these ceramic
materials are good for this application is

3 that they do not exhibit eddy-current heat-

ing, a problem with conducting materials
such as magnetic iron.)
• Applications based on piezoelectric
effects. When placed in vibration by the
application of an alternating electric field,
piezoelectric ceramic materials can create
sound waves (sonar). Conversely, a sound
wave can be detected by the electrical pulse
it creates when it hits and hence slightly
deforms a material such as barium titanate.
• The fabrication of heat engines. Unlike
metals, ceramics have very high melting
points and so retain their strength at the
high temperatures at which heat engines
are more efficient. Actually, ceramics are
already used as part of the electronic con-
trols of automobile engines, as sensors of
oxygen in the hot gases.

The great drawback of ceramics as
structural materials is their brittleness; un-
like most metals, ceramics generally have
no ductility or almost none. If this draw-
back can be overcome by design ingenuity
or by making ceramics with greater tough-
ness, a large-volume industry will open for
the use of these materials for building
engines—more than fifteen million new
motor vehicles were sold in the United
States in 1988.

PROCESSES USED FOR MAKING
CERAMIC PRODUCTS
The usual procedures for making metals—
melting and casting—won't do for ceram-
ics. Iron can be melted in ceramic-lined
containers, but there are no containers for
materials such as magnesium oxide, which
has a melting temperature of 3175° K.

One process that is used for making ce-
ramics (and also refractory metals such as
tungsten) is quite akin to the method used
for making snowballs. We start with a
powder of, say, A12O3 particles and com-
pact them in a die. At this point the compo-
nent has the approximate consistency of
chalk. Then the compacted powder is
heated in a furnace to a temperature that is
high but substantially below the melting
point. In the process, called sintering, the
powder grows together by the motion of
atoms until—ideally—anonporous solid is
formed. Sometimes this sintering is carried
out with the powder enclosed in a metal
jacket which is surrounded by argon at a
pressure of 30,000 psi; this is called hot
isostatic compaction. Sometimes the pow-
der is first held together at low tempera-
tures with an organic binder (glue) which is
driven off at intermediate temperatures; a



Table I
GOALS OF THE CORNELL CERAMICS PROGRAM

Input:
• Increase in faculty size
• New equipment
• Visiting industrial scientists
• Visiting professors

Output:
• Increased understanding of ceramics science
• More and faster exchange of information
• More ceramicists with B.S. degrees
• Twice as many Ph.D.s by 1992-93
• Further increase in Ph.D. output during 1990s
• Education of Ph.D.s who will have a fuller understanding

of how to maximize university-industrial cooperation

further rise in temperature completes the
sintering. With this method, sheets of ce-
ramic as thin as paper can be produced.

Other ways of producing ceramics are
by precipitation from solution and by depo-
sition from the vapor phase. For example,
aluminum, which has a low melting point,
can be vaporized in a low-pressure oxygen
atmosphere; when the vapor is passed over
a cold substrate, a thin film of A12O3 is
formed. Alternatively, such a film can be
produced by passing a vapor of an organo-
metallic compound, aluminum ethoxide,
over a hot substrate; the ethoxide decom-
poses, leaving an A12O3 film on the sub-
state, and organic fragments in the vapor
flow downstream.

An incredible number of different proc-
esses are being used to make ceramics. The
number of possible ceramics appear end-
less, and the properties they exhibit are
extremely diverse.

THE ORGANIZATION OF
CORNELL'S CERAMICS PROGRAM
In 1984, while serving as director of the
Department of Materials Science and Engi-
neering, I felt that the time had come to
expand our research in the field of high-
technology ceramics. It was apparent that
new materials with properties not yet
achievable would be urgently needed, and
that ceramics are leading candidates. In

fact, the federal government was begin-
ning to plan a new initiative in ceramics.

The faculty of our department decided
that the proposed ceramics program
should continue to emphasize fundamen-
tal research—studies that would lead to an
understanding of how the properties of ce-
ramic materials can be enhanced. Specifi-
cally, we wanted to expand our efforts in
areas in which industrial need is likely to
be acute:
• ceramic thin films and coatings;
• ceramics for electrical-magnetic and
optical applications;
• tough ceramics.

With the help of Professor David
Kohlstedt, I prepared a prospectus of a
Cornell Ceramics Program that would be
jointly supported by industry and govern-
ment. Subsequently, Provost Robert
Barker and William B. Streett, who was
then acting dean of the College of Engi-
neering, reached an agreement with our
faculty. We were given permission to add
three professors if we brought in three in-
dustrial sponsors that would each contrib-
ute $1.5 million over a five-year period.

With the help of all the members of our
department, but especially those who were
already working full-time on ceramic ma-
terials, we succeeded in enlisting two ex-
cellent companies—Corning Glass Works
and IBM. This support, along with funding

from the National Science Foundation, has
resulted in an expanded, active program.

As summarized in Table I, we have used
the funds obtained from the university, in-
dustrial, and government sources to pur-
chase new equipment, add faculty mem-
bers, and bring in visiting professors and
industrial scientists.

THE CORE OF THE PROGRAM:
THE RESEARCH FACULTY
At the time the program was organized, the
department had three faculty members—
C. Barry Carter, David Kohlstedt, and
Rishi Raj—who were working full-time in
the field of ceramics, and others who were
working part-time or sometimes on ce-
ramic materials. The program has resulted
in an expanded effort by these faculty
members, and the addition of two people
who already had active programs in ceram-
ics research underway.

Kohlstedt and Raj were carrying out re-
search on the production of ceramic mate-
rials (chiefly from powder). Carter was an
expert in the use of transmission and scan-
ning electron microscopy for studying the
microstructure of materials and the mecha-
nisms of solid-state reactions. We decided,
therefore, to seek faculty members who
were active in two other areas.

One of the new people, we decided,
should be an expert in the study of point
defects in solids. This is an important area
because the motion of defects is the mecha-
nism essentially responsible for sintering
and for reactions in the solid state. The
person we found is Riidiger Dieckmann,
who joined us from the University of
Hannover in Germany. He brings to us an
expertise in handling materials at ex-
tremely high temperatures under carefully
controlled conditions.

We also sought an expert in the chemi-



cal synthesis of inorganic materials by
processes related directly to the production
of ceramic materials. We were fortunate to
find a young man, Emmanuel Giannelis,
whose experience was in this field; he
joined us as an assistant professor.

Cornell faculty members with a primary
interest in ceramics include, in addition to
these five in our department, James
Burlitch (Chemistry), who is working on
the synthesis of ceramic materials. A
number of other Cornell professors are
working part-time in the field; they include
Robert Pohl and Albert Sievers (Physics),
Robert Buhrman (Applied and Engineer-
ing Physics), Frank DiSalvo (Chemistry),
and Jack Blakely, Herbert Johnson,
Stephen Sass, and myself (Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering).

CERAMICS AS PART
OF AN OVERALL PROGRAM
An important aspect of the ceramics re-
search is its integration into the overall
program of the department. Ceramics are
one of the four kinds of material we study,
and research on ceramics is directly con-
nected to work with the other types.

The overall field of materials science
and engineering can be thought of in terms
of the connecting edges and faces of a
tetrahedron:

polymers

ceramics metals

Program), but we recognize the connec-
tions with polymers, semiconductors, and
metals. For instance, the superconducting
ceramics I have mentioned fall on the ce-
ramics-metals line. Glass-fiber compos-
ites—ceramic fibers embedded in a poly-
mer matrix—are "located" along the ce-
ramics-polymers edge. A computer chip
comprises silicon (a semiconductor), an
electrically insulating barrier of silicon
oxide (a ceramic), and electrical leads of
aluminum or tungsten (metals) to transmit
power and signals; thus the chip involves a
semiconductor, a ceramic, and a metal,
represented by one side of our tetrahedron.

The value of interplay among people
working in different ways with these vari-
ous materials was recognized in 1961 when
the graduate Field of Materials Science and
Engineering was formed at Cornell. The
field faculty includes professors from our
department and from a half-dozen other de-
partments. This facilitates the interaction
of polymer scientists with ceramicists, for
example, or of semiconductor experts with
metallurgists. It is a synergism that leads to
more innovation and better teaching and
research results for all.

This interplay of disciplines is illus-
trated by a second tetrahedron represent-
ing the scientific approach of materials
scientists:

properties

/ creation of new
^^^^^'^^->>!material:

processing

materials

characterization

This issue of the Quarterly focuses on
ceramics (all the professors who are au-

5 thors are members of the Cornell Ceramics

Suppose we make a new material—for
example, a high-temperature supercon-
ducting ceramic. We will investigate dif-

ferent ways of processing it. We will also
experiment to find out how processing
affects the microstructure (the positions of
the atoms in the crystal structure and the
presence of features such as point defects,
dislocations, and grain boundaries), and
how the microstructure in turn is related to
the properties of interest (such as the cur-
rent-carrying capacity, the superconduct-
ing transition temperature, and the me-
chanical strength).

Eventually, an overall picture begins to
emerge and it is seen that certain composi-
tions and defect structures give better prop-
erties. Accordingly, changes in processing
procedures are made to obtain the best mi-
crostructure. What is learned can also be
the base for creating other new materials.

TOWARD THE HIGH-TECH
CERAMICS OF CENTURY 21
Many of the ceramics of the future will be
composites.

An example of the possibilities is the
recent development of a composite made
up of tiny silicon carbide whiskers in a
matrix of aluminum oxide—a material
hard enough to make a remarkably good
cutting tool for machining superalloys such
as Inconel. An important new technique
was used to make this composite: the
whiskers of silicon carbide were grown by
submicron fabrication methods. The proc-
essing involved hot-pressing a mixture of
the whiskers (about 30 percent) with alu-
minum oxide powder.

This example suggests the wide range of
studies that contribute to the development
of these new materials. In such a compos-
ite, the bonding at the interface of the
ceramic whisker and the matrix material is
very important; and indeed, the study of
surfaces and interfaces is an important area
of research in ceramics.



Table II
AREAS FOR FUNDAMENTAL

STUDIES IN CERAMICS
• Surface chemistry and physics
• Interfaces: ceramic-ceramic,

ceramic-metal, ceramic-polymer,
ceramic-semiconductor

• Microstructure, defects, grain
boundaries, creep, cavitation

• Multi-component kinetics, dopants
in sintering processes

• Coating technologies, sol-gel processes
• Vapor deposition processes: sputtering,

CVD (chemical-vapor deposition),
MBE (molecular-beam epitaxy)

• Laser and plasma processes
• Colloids, fine powders, whiskers, fibers
• Composites: cominations of ceramics,

polymers, metals, and semiconductors
• Ceramic machining, hole-making
• Thermal structures
• Graded interfaces

Above: A cutter made of a revolutionary new ce-
ramic material is used at Therm, Inc. of Ithaca
to machine the alloy Inconel. Left to right are
Robert West, director of Therm s Ceramics Di-
vision; Arthur L. Ruoff, director of the Cornell
Ceramics Program (who served as consultant);
and Robert Sprole II, president of Therm.

The composite cutter (of silicon carbide
whiskers in an aluminum oxide matrix) was
produced by hot pressing. This new material
makes it possible to machine Inconel 7I3LC at
a surface speed ten times faster than can be
achieved with tungsten carbide tools.

Table II lists areas in which we believe
fundamental studies must be carried out.

In the Cornell Ceramics Program we
have made a good start. We look forward to
contributing significantly to the realization
of new high-tech ceramics for the early
twenty-first century.

Arthur L. Ruoff, the Class of 1912 Professor of
Engineering, organized the Cornell Ceramics
Program during his recent ten-year term as di-
rector of the Department of Materials Science
and Engineering, and is currently serving as di-
rector of the program.

Ruoff joined the faculty in 1955 after earn-
ing a B.S. degree at Purdue University and a
Ph.D. at the University of Utah. At Cornell he is
a member of the graduate fields in applied
physics and in geological sciences, as well as in
materials science and engineering. He initiated
his department's Industrial Affiliates Program,
and has served as chairman of the program
committee of what is now called the National
Nanofabrication Facility.

His research is in the areas of high-pressure
phenomena and the study of sputtering, sputter
etching, and reactive-ion-beam etching. He is
currently heading a project to create a national
high-pressure x-ray facility at the Cornell High
Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). Ruoff is
a fellow of the American Physical Society.



A NEW ERA OF CERAMIC MATERIALS

by Rishi Raj
Today we are in the midst of a technologi-
cal revolution in which ceramics play a
critical role.

High-speed travel in space, as proposed
in the National Aerospace Plane Project,
will require structural components of ce-
ramic materials that are not only strong, but
can withstand high temperatures. The fu-
ture of the computer and communication
technologies lies in nanosecond optical
communications, for which the transpar-
ency and nonlinear optical properties of
ceramics are vital. Computer systems will
also rely on new multilayer ceramic-metal-
lic substrates. Completely automated fac-
tories will require microsensors that can
convert mechanical, chemical, and tem-
perature impulses into electrical signals
and, conversely, convert electrical signals
into mechanical displacements—opera-
tions that only ceramics can accomplish.
Ceramic superconductors will lead to tech-
nologies not yet even conceived.

Yet for all their importance as new
materials, ceramics are the most common
substances on earth, and have the longest
history of use by humans. The upper crust
of the earth consists almost entirely of
ceramic materials, notably oxides of sili-

Figure I. An uncut diamond mined near
Murfreesboro, Arkansas (photograph courtesy
of the Smithsonian Institution).

Besides being prized as a gem, diamond is an
outstanding technological material. It is the
hardest substance known and has unusual opti-
cal and thermal properties (its thermal conduc-
tivity is greater than that of copper at WO°K).
Recently, thin diamond films have been synthe-
sized from hydrogen and hydrocarbon by
simple chemical-vapor-deposition techniques.

con and aluminum; and other elements in
compounds with oxygen, sulfur, phospho-
rus, nitrogen, and chlorine, are found as
minerals, all classified as ceramics. The
atomic structure of ceramics can be either
noncrystalline (as in glass), polycrys-
talline, or single-crystal. Early man used
quartz—a hard, crystalline form of silica—
for tools, and clay—noncrystalline sil-
ica—for pottery and as a building material.
Rare single-crystal minerals, with their
beautiful colors and symmetrical forms,
have long been prized as gems.

MOLECULAR BONDING: THE BASIS
OF CERAMIC PROPERTIES
The value of ceramics, historically and in
the current technological age (see Figures 1
and 2), lies in their unusual properties,
which derive from the kind of bonding that
exists between the different atoms in the
structure. In metals, the binding among the
constituent atoms is a result of each atom
giving up one or more of the electrons in its
outer shell to form a common "sea" of free
electrons. In ceramics, electron sharing
occurs only between nearest neighbors; the
bonds are often stronger than in metals, and
they are more directional.



Figure 2. A current application of alumina, a
traditional ceramic material. This is a photo-
graph of a multilayer ceramic substrate fabri-
cated at IBM from alumina and tungsten. It is
actually 90 millimeters square and 5 millime-
ters thick. Used as a communications link
among one hundred microprocessors, this sub-
strate contains 132 meters of metal lines. The
dielectric properties and strength of the ce-
ramic are useful in this application.

This substrate represents the forefront of the
traditional method of processing ceramics. In
the future, however, multilayer substrates will
most likely be made to much smaller dimensions
by dry or vapor-phase processing techniques.

Figure 3. The structure of the superconductor
yttrium barium cuprate (YBa2Cu3O7). Since the
structure superconducts only if a few of the
oxygen atom sites are unfilled, this is an ex-
ample of how the properties of a pervoskite
ceramic can be "tuned" by adjusting its chemi-
cal composition.

Figure 3

Figure 2

Because of the local, directional bond-
ing, the atoms in ceramics form dipoles that
can orient themselves into large domains, a
phenomenon that leads to interesting ef-
fects such as piezoelectricity, ferroelec-
tricity, and superconductivity.

For example, when a quartz crystal is
deformed, the slight displacement of atoms
relative to their neighbors induces electri-
cal charge that can be measured; and alter-
natively, the application of voltage can
produce mechanical strain. It is this prop-
erty that makes it possible for quartz crys-
tals to be tuned precisely to a given fre-
quency; even a slight change in the mass of
the crystal—a change caused, for instance,
by the deposition of amonolayer of another
material—can produce a measurable
change in frequency.

Sensors of different kinds can be de-
signed on the basis of this phenomenon.
For example, the concentration of a spe-

cific molecule in the environment can be
measured by making the surface of the
crystal selective to molecules of that type.
Or electrical signals can switch light waves
by changing the refractive index of a fer-
roelectric ceramic; potassium niobate, for
instance, becomes highly nonlinear in its
optical response near the Curie tempera-
ture, so that an applied voltage can bring
about a change in refractive index. The
Curie temperature can be "tuned" to maxi-
mize the electrooptic coefficient by alloy-
ing potassium niobate with tantalum
niobate.

The yttrium barium cuprate supercon-
ductor is another example of how proper-
ties can be optimized by changing compo-
sition. The structure shown in Figure 3
superconducts only if a few of the oxygen
atom sites are left vacant.

While the mechanisms that lead to these
curious properties are not understood, the



Figure 4. Monolayers of glass spheres, illus-
trating the importance of particle packing in the
sintering of ceramics. In these and other ex-
amples, particles that are all the same size (as in
4a) form tightly packed domains, but the inter-
domain regions develop into open defects upon
sintering. On the other hand, a bimodalparticle
distribution (as in 4b) gives more uniform sin-
tering by destroying the tendency to form close-
packed domains.

The glass spheres in 4a have a diameter of
140 micrometers. Those in 4b are a mixture: 60
percent have a diameter of 80 micrometers and
40percent have a diameter of 100 micrometers.

examples demonstrate the potential for
many applications of ceramics.

In my laboratory at Cornell, we are
carrying out research that is based on stud-
ies of fundamental molecular and struc-
tural properties of ceramics, with the aim of
creating new materials designed for spe-
cific high-technology applications. At the
present time, the research is in a state of
transition. Our original focus was on pow-
der processing of ceramics, but now we are
building up techniques and ideas for work-
ing with ceramics in the form of thin films,
often in multilayer configurations. In some
of the research I will describe, the ideas are
mature and the results complete; other
projects are in their infancy, with exciting
possibilities.

OUR INITIAL RESEARCH
IN POWDER PACKING
The work in powder processing was under-
taken to improve the mechanical reliability
of ceramic materials formed by sintering, a
commonly used method of production. In
this process, fine particles are consolidated
into a dense body by the diffusional trans-
port of atoms in the solid state. The geomet-
rical arrangement of particles in the en-

Figure 4a Figure 4b
Before sintering (12X)

Sintered 4 hours at 1273°K (12X)

semble is important: if the packing is
nonuniform, then the sintering rate is also
nonuniform, and that leads to open flaws in
the structure. When such flaws are present,
predictions of the strength of the material
are less reliable.

We have studied how the distribution of
particle size in the powder influences the
sintering behavior. Figure 4 shows two
examples of the sintering of a two-dimen-
sional array of glass particles. In Figure 4a
the particles are all the same size. While it
would appear that this is desirable because
particles of the same size can be packed

Before sintering (30X)

Sintered 4 hours at 1273°K (30X)

closely into hexagonal arrays, the structure
actually consists of closely packed do-
mains separated by poorly packed domain
walls, and these walls grow into defects
during the sintering process. The problem
can be overcome by using particles of two
sizes, one 30 percent larger than the other
(Figure 4b). This combination destroys the
domain structure, the packing becomes
more uniform in a global sense, and the
result is more uniform sintering.

Another source of nonuniform sintering
is the agglomeration of particles in the
powder state; the agglomerates are tightly



Figure 5. Eliminating large defects in the pow-
der compact. As illustrated at right, the tradi-
tional method of using hydrostatic pressure (hot
isostatic pressing) can leave large defects, but
the new technique of sinter forging causes such
a defect to deform and then collapse.

Shown below are the results of some sinter-
forging experiments on alumina samples. Pores
remaining after processing are shown beneath
each of the micrographs. Increasing the shear
strain from zero to 20 percent and then to 56
percent has eliminated the processing defects.
The combination of densification and shear is
now being used to obtain the net shape of
ceramics from powder preforms.

Figure 5
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Figure 6. A comparison of the optical prop-
erties of zinc sulfide and of a zinc sulfide-
diamond composite, showing that the samples
are optically equivalent in the infrared.

The pure zinc sulfide and the composite were
found to have greatly different mechanical
strength, however; the composite fabricated in
Raj's laboratory, is twice as tough. Ceramics
that are infrared-transparent are intrinsically
weak mechanically; only diamond is an excep-
tion, and its inclusion in the composite had a
dramatic effect on mechanical strength. Higher
diamond concentrations are expected to further
increase the toughness. At high diamond con-
centrations the thermal conductivity will also
improve, reducing the susceptibility to thermal
shock.

packed and sinter very quickly, creating
flaws (pores) in the surrounding regions.
We have developed a new technique,
which we call sinter forging, that over-
comes this problem. The concept is illus-
trated in the schematic in Figure 5. A large
pore might be difficult to remove under
uniform pressure, but when the sample is
deformed, the shape of the pore changes
and it breaks down into smaller pores,
which are then removed. We have modeled

11 a process that combines densification

(volume strain) and deformation (shear
strain) in a single forming process; as the
shear strain is increased, the processing
flaws are removed. Some experimental
results that are consistent with the model
are also shown.

In collaboration with Professor Paul R.
Dawson of the Sibley School of Mechani-
cal and Aerospace Engineering, we are
now working on a simulation of the form-
ing process for making ceramic parts in
their final shape. Experiments have shown
that the sinter-forging technique results in
much greater mechanical reliability than
can be obtained with sintering or hot
isostatic pressing.

DIAMOND COMPOSITES
FOR INFRARED APPLICATIONS
Materials that are optically transparent at
very long wavelengths (10 to 15 microme-
ters, in the infrared) are almost always
mechanically weak. The reason for this
correlation is fundamental. To transmit at
long wavelengths, the atoms should be
heavy and the bonding between them
should be weak, so that lattice vibrations
that absorb in the infrared occur at very low
frequencies. The only exception to this rule

is diamond, which is very hard and also
infrared-transparent.

In collaboration with Professor Albert
Sievers of the Cornell physics department,
we have developed composites of diamond
and a traditional infrared-transparent mate-
rial, zinc sulfide, that are optically equiva-
lent to pure zinc sulfide (see Figure 6), but
are mechanically twice as tough. We are
now trying to increase the diamond content
so that the composite will have a much
higher thermal conductivity than zinc sul-
fide (the thermal conductivity of diamond
is greater than that of copper at 100°K).
This will further improve performance,
since thermal shock is the common mode
of failure of these materials.

COMPOSITES OF METAL
AND CERAMIC MATERIAL
Engines that are light in weight and can
operate at temperatures greater than
4000°F are required for space travel and for
efficient energy conversion. Only ceram-
ics are viable structural materials at these
temperatures. Composites made of silicon
carbide with embedded graphite fibers—
coated to protect them from oxidation—are
expected to meet these requirements.



In the near term, however, metal matrix
composites that contain an interconnected
network of a ceramic offer the possibility
of structural materials that are mechani-
cally stiff and can be used at temperatres as
high as 2000°F. The ceramic imparts stiff-
ness and mechanical strength while the
metal reduces brittleness. Parts are fabri-
cated in the desired shape by infiltrating
porous ceramic preforms with liquid metal.

The properties of the interface between
the metal and the ceramic are critically
important, both during processing and in
the final material. Good wetting at the
interface is needed to promote infiltration
of the ceramic by the metal. Also important
to the overall properties of the composite
are the shear and tensile properties and the
tensile strength of the interface. As illus-
trated in Figure 7, we are using a multilayer
design to improve wetting at the interface
and at the same time to optimize the shear
and tensile properties. The ceramic layer
provides the optimum shear properties,
while the transition-metal interlayers im-
part tensile strength. Chemical routes, in-
cluding sol-gel methods and vapor-phase
deposition, are used to synthesize the
multilayer structure.

This use of multilayers allows us to
tailor the interfaces in the composite so as
to optimize the advantageous properties.
The stacking is also expected to improve
the reliability of the processing.

THE NEW CORNING-DUPONT
LABORATORY FOR CERAMIC FILMS
We recently obtained funds from Corning
Glass Works, DuPont, and the National
Science Foundation to study new tech-
niques for the growth of ceramic films from
the vapor phase. We are setting up a new
laboratory in which various molecular-
beam techniques, including chemical-

Figure 7

10 to 50 nm

vapor deposition, reactive-vapor deposi-
tion, and sputtering, will be used to make
films—usually single-crystal films—of
diamond, ferroelectrics, and simple ox-
ides. Professors Emmanuel Giannelis and
Jack Blakely of our department are provid-
ing valuable consultation in aspects of
surface science and in the synthesis of
metal-organic precursors.

What these molecular-beam techniques
have in common is that the films are grown
one atom layer at a time on a substrate.
Since the atoms have to move only a short
distance on the surface before they find a
position that is consistent with the single-
crystal structure, the films can be grown at
temperatures in the 400-800°C range. This
is desirable because silicon and gallium
arsenide devices are also processed in that
temperature range, and therefore co-proc-
essing is a possibility. Co-processing of
ceramic films and semiconductors would
lead to brand-new microdevices for optical
and sensor applications.

An example of the growth of a single-
crystal film (nickel oxide) on a single-
crystal substrate (magnesium oxide) is
shown in Figure 8. In the process, nickel
oxide vapor is produced by reacting nickel

Figure 7. A multilayer design for a metal-
ceramic interface. This would be used in a metal
matrix composite containing an interconnected
network of a ceramic material. Such a compos-
ite would be mechanically stiff and able to
withstand high temperatures.

The properties of the metal-ceramic inter-
face are the critical design parameter in these
composites. Here the layers labeled A are chro-
mium or platinum and those labeled B are silica
glass with impurities added to influence glass
viscosity. The transition metals impart tensile
strength and the glass interlayers optimize the
shear properties.

Figure 8. The growth of a single-crystal ce-
ramic film on a substrate. The micrograph
shows an early stage of the deposition of nickel
oxide crystallites onto a magnesium oxide crys-
tal surface.

The nucleation is controlled by etch pits
photo-engraved on the surface: the regular pat-
tern ofnucleation corresponds to the spacing of
the etch pits. The distance between nuclei is
about 30 micrometers. Deposition is from the
vapor phase: nickel oxide vapor is produced by
reacting nickel bromide with water vapor.

Figure 9. A conceptual illustration of a multi-
layer between potassium niobate and potassium
tantalate that is adjusted so that the Curie
temperature lies near room temperature. This
leads to a huge electrooptic coefficient.

The ultimate objective is to be able to synthe-
size the films in single-crystal form on a silicon
or gallium arsenide substrate. When this is
achieved, revolutionary new devices will be-
come possible.

Figure 10. A concept for fabricating high-Tc
ceramic superconductors for large-scale, high-
current applications. The principle is to in-
crease capacity by carrying the current in
parallel through multiple layers of the super-
conductor. Such a package is under develop-
ment at Cornell. \ 2
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bromide with water. An essential condition
is the control of nucleation of crystallites
from the vapor phase; here regularly
spaced faceted pits, etched by pho-
tolithography, serve as the nucleation sites.
The quality and the smoothness of the
single-crystal film is controlled by chang-
ing the spacing of the nucleation sites. We
believe that this technique will be useful for
pseudo-epitaxial growth of a variety of
ceramic films.

An example of a structure we would like
to make is shown in Figure 9. It consists of
alternating layers of potassium tantalate
and potassium niobate which are adjusted
to tune the Curie temperature (as discussed
above in connection with the design of
sensors). The synthesis of this multilayer in
single-crystal form would produce huge
electrooptic coefficients. If the multilayer
could be grown on a substrate of silicon or
gallium arsenide at temperatures below
750°C, revolutionary new devices in op-
toelectronics would become possible.

SUPERCONDUCTING BEARINGS
AND HIGH-CURRENT RIBBONS
Our research in superconductors is cur-
rently focused on two areas of application:
frictionless magnetic bearings, and multi-
layer packaging of superconductor ribbons
for carrying high currents. The research on
bearings is being carried out jointly with
Professor Frank Moon of the Sibley School
of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineer-
ing, and the packaging work is a collabora-
tive effort involving Cornell faculty mem-
bers in mechanical engineering, applied
mechanics, electrical engineering, and
materials science.

In the first project we have already fab-
ricated yttrium barium cuprate bearings
that run up to speeds of 60,000 rpm, and
speeds of one million rpm are considered

feasible in a low-pressure environment.
Since these bearings operate at 77°K, be-
low the ambient temperature in space, we
foresee space applications for our device,
which is being patented.

The multilayer-packaging work ad-
dresses the problem of how to make ce-
ramic superconductors that are capable of
carrying the very high currents required for
large-scale applications. In the near term, it
is unlikely that critical current densities
greater than 1,000 amperes per square
centimeter will be achieved at liquid-nitro-
gen temperature, but we believe that this
capacity can be increased if several layers
of the superconductor can be packaged so
as to carry current in parallel. The concept
is illustrated in Figure 10. We are currently
investigating the effects of geometrical
design and the compatibility between dif-
ferent materials, with the object of devel-
oping a reliable conductor with good long-
term stability.

TOWARD REALIZATION
OF THE POTENTIAL OF CERAMICS
The promise of ceramic materials will be
realized only if we can successfully inte-
grate the molecular and microstructural
design with actual synthesis and charac-
terization. A fundamental rather than an
empirical approach is required, along with
cross-disciplinary efforts by materials sci-
entists and researchers in various fields of
science and engineering.

In my laboratory, our work is guided by
this philosophy. The approach is to develop
new materials "tailored" for specific appli-
cations by simulating the properties of
ceramics with different molecular forms on
a supercomputer, and then synthesizing the
promising materials in the laboratory. The
tools we need are at hand, and Cornell
offers good opportunity for collaboration



"The promise of ceramic materials will be realized only if
we can successfully integrate the molecular and microstructural
design with actual synthesis and characterization"

and consultation with specialists in many
fields of research.

Students are encouraged to progress
through all the steps: they learn to model
the properties and the processing of ceram-
ics, and to synthesize, process, and charac-
terize new ceramics, frequently develop-
ing new techniques as needed. We are
constantly on the lookout for new ideas,
and anticipate a lively participation in
bringing about the coming new era of
ceramics.

Rishi Raj, a professor of materials science and
engineering, has been on the Cornell faculty
since 1975.

He holds a B.S. degree in pure science from
Allahbad University, India, a B.S. in electrical
engineering from Durham University, England,
and a Ph.D. in materials science from Harvard
University. He has had several years of indus-
trial experience, taught for three years at the
University of Colorado before coming to Cor-
nell, and spent a leave in 1980 at the Rockwell
International Science Center.

Raj has been a Guggenheim fellow and a
senior visiting fellow at Cambridge University,
and his work has been honored as a citation
classic.

Above: Rishi Raj is pictured with two of his
graduate students—Tom Strasser (at left) and
Bahar Hoghooghi (at right).

Strasser is collaborating with Dr. M. C.
Gupta at Eastman Kodak Company in the syn-

thesis of thin-film structures for integrated op-
tics (see Figure 9). Hoghooghi is studying the
mechanisms of nucleation of single-crystal
films of nickel oxide by chemical-vapor deposi-
tion (see Figure 8). 14



MOLECULAR ENGINEERING
OF CERAMICS
Chemical Approaches to the Design of Materials

by Emmanuel P. Giannelis
Until recently, most people associated
ceramics with modern crafts and ancient
artifacts. But then the discovery of super-
conductivity in copper-oxide ceramics at
liquid-nitrogen temperatures dramatically
changed perceptions about ceramics and
their potential applications.

Actually, superconductors are only one
of many kinds of advanced ceramics that
are making their appearance in a wide
range of products, including heat engines,
thermal shields and electrical insulators,
industrial cutting tools, bearings, tennis
rackets, armored helicopters, lasers, nu-
clear fuels, and artificial bone implants.
What we are witnessing is no less than a
ceramics revolution.

Interest in advanced ceramics has risen
over the years because of their excellent
properties; generally these include wear
resistance, hardness, stiffness, high-tem-
perature stability, and resistance to envi-
ronmental degradation. In addition, many
ceramics are lighter than metals, and
stronger at the elevated temperatures re-
quired for various applications. These
excellent properties stem from the strong
bonding that holds the constituent atoms in

15 place. Unfortunately, the nature of these

bonds also imposes a serious handicap:
ceramics are notorious for their brittle-
ness—a propensity to crack and break.
More work needs to be done, not only to
overcome inherent problems such as brit-
tleness, but to provide ways of "customiz-
ing" ceramics for specific applications.

CHEMICALLY DERIVED CERAMICS
FOR HIGH-TECH APPLICATIONS
Ceramics are traditionally defined as solid
materials that are neither metals nor poly-
mers, though they may contain metallic or
polymeric constituents. They are fabri-
cated from a variety of raw materials, by a
number of processing techniques.

However, as requirements become
more stringent for high-technology and
structural applications, the traditional
methods and products may become insuffi-
cient. There is an increasing need for
greater control over composition and also
over microstructure, which significantly
influences physical and chemical proper-
ties and therefore the performance of the
material. Current research focuses on new
synthetic and processing techniques that
would lead to materials with desirable
microstructure and properties.

One of the approaches is to develop
ceramics that are derived by new chemical
methods rather than by the traditional
metallurgical or ceramic-processing tech-
niques. New chemically-derived ceramics
can be made at lower processing tempera-
tures with a higher degree of purity, and
special products such as films, fibers, and
coatings can be synthesized directly. Also,
the "materials chemistry" approach pro-
vides potential access to materials or
phases that are unavailable through tradi-
tional ceramic-processing techniques.

Our research group is addressing funda-
mental questions related to the design,
synthesis, and characterization of new
materials with novel microstructure and
properties. In particular, we are interested
in using molecular engineering as a means
of developing materials with precise archi-
tecture and "customized" functional prop-
erties. In other words, we are interested in
developing chemically-derived ceramic
precursors that exhibit more versatility
than their conventional counterparts do.
The idea is to manipulate the precursor at
the molecular level and thus engineer ma-
terials with pecisely controlled microstruc-
ture, composition, and properties.



BACK TO CLAY
AS A CERAMIC MATERIAL
Ironically, one of the precursors we are
developing for the preparation of advanced
structural ceramics belongs to the same
family of materials that has been used for
thousands of years for pottery, bricks, and
tiles. Why are we using clays, primarily
associated with such unsophisticated prod-
ucts, for high-technology materials? The
answer is that smectite clay minerals offer
tremendous opportunities for molecular
manipulation.

Smectite clays are layered compounds
based on silica and alumina that disperse
readily in water and form flexible films and
coatings on drying—properties that are
unusual for ceramics. They are, therefore,
excellent candidates for making corrosion-
resistant and fire-retardant coatings. These
clays also exhibit intercalation, a phe-
nomenon unique to layered compounds.
(The term originally referred to the inser-
tion of an extra interval of time, such as
February 29 in a leap year, into the calen-
dar; in the sciences it describes the inser-
tion of guest species into a lamellar host
structure with preservation of the structural
features of the host.)

Smectite clays can be mined from the
earth, but they can also be synthesized in
the laboratory, an option that is valuable to
us because it offers the means to control
composition and impurity levels. We have
fabricated laminar microcomposites with
individual polymer and ceramic layers, and
are testing their performance in our labora-
tory (see Figures 1 and 2). Clays have been
used as polymer fillers for a number of
years; what makes our approach unique is
that intercalating the polymer between the
clay layers can result in a controlled mi-
crostructure that is unattainable through
conventional processing techniques.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure I. Cross section of a laminar composite
constructed from individual clay and polymer
layers. Note that the scale of the repeat unit is in
the angstrom range.
Figure 2. A schematic of the intercalation
process.

Figure 3. A scanning electron micrograph of
the product obtained after heating a clay-poly-
mer composite at 1450"C in an inert atmos-
phere. The filamentary crystals are mullite
whiskers. The scale is shown by the white bar (at
the bottom), which represents 1 micrometer.

Figure 3
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In a different application, the interca-
lated polymer can act as a carbon source
that is necessary to transform a silicate into
silicon carbide. (Ceramics based on silicon
carbide are being investigated as structural
ceramics for advanced turbine engines.)
We have synthesized composites of silicon
carbide and mullite by heating the clay-
polymer composites at 1450°C in an inert
atmosphere, and we are studying their
properties (see Figure 3).

A NEW WAY TO MAKE
CERAMIC THIN FILMS
We are also developing new techniques for
synthesizing thin films, and studying the
physics and chemistry of film formation. In
particular, we are working on two tech-
niques for growing films with controlled
properties.

The sol-gel method is based on a series

of reactions that transform a solution into
glass or ceramic at low temperature. This
technique leads to a controlled mixture of
atoms that could not be achieved with high-
temperature processing. (The method has
been nicknamed "glass from the bottle" to
emphasize its chemical nature and distin-
guish it from the conventional high-tem-
perature processing techniques.) We have
prepared continuous, crack-free thin films
of silicon dioxide by spin-coating a mo-
lecular precursor on silicon wafers, and we
are now studying the underlying physical
and chemical processes. Interest in films
derived from sol-gel precursors has grown
over the years because of their potential
applications in electronics and optics, and
for protective coatings.

The other method we are working with
is controlled precipitation. In this process
a reagent is slowly released into a solution

Figure 4
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as it is produced in another reaction, thus
avoiding a local reactant excess that could
cause premature precipitation. The great
advantage of the technique is that the proc-
ess is readily controlled, capable of produc-
ing a thin film composed of particles of
customized size and morphology. In col-
laboration with the research group headed
by Professor Rishi Raj, we are using this
technique to fabricate thin films of zinc
sulfide that can be used in optical devices.
The method results in the formation of
uniform spherical zinc sulfide particles
approximately one micrometer in diameter
(see Figure 4).

Figure 4. A scanning electron micrograph of a
zinc sulfide film prepared by controlled precipi-
tation. The substrate is covered with a mono-
layer of uniform spherical particles approxi-
mately one micrometer in diameter. The scale is
shown by the white bar, which represents
10 micrometers.



"The need is
for materials with

controllable
specifications. . . . "

MATERIALS CHEMISTRY
FOR CONTROLLED PROPERTIES
The results of our research demonstrate
that chemical processing offers certain
advantages over conventional techniques
for synthesizing ceramics. In particular, it
provides a way of exerting greater control
over composition and microstructure, and
therefore properties.

High-technology applications are mak-
ing heavy demands on materials, requiring
superior performance under exacting con-
ditions. The need is for materials with
controllable specifications; the best way of

meeting it may be through closely con-
trolled processes based on chemistry.

Emmanuel P. Giannelis has been an assistant
professor in the Cornell Department of Materi-
als Science and Engineering since 1987.

He received a B.S. degree from the Univer-
sity of Athens, Greece, in 1980, and a Ph.D.
from Michigan State University in 1985. Before
joining the Cornell faculty, he spent a year as a
research associate in chemical engineering at
Michigan State. 18



CERAMIC FIBERS
FOR ADVANCED COMPOSITES
A New Approach Using Integrated-Circuit
Technology

by Herbert H. Johnson
The key component of new materials that
stand up at high temperatures may turn out
to be ceramic fibers—tiny filaments of
oxides, borides, carbides, or nitrides ar-
ranged in a regular pattern in a matrix of
metal or perhaps another ceramic. Aircraft
such as the proposed "Orient Express,"
which would travel at hypersonic speeds,
would require new high-temperature-
resistant materials for structural parts and
for the engine. Vehicles for low-Earth orbit
would have similar material requirements.

The function of the ceramic fibers is to
serve as reinforcement, lending strength
and stability to advanced composites, as
the new kind of material is called. In our
research here at Cornell, we are not yet at
the point of actually making such compos-
ites, but we are working on the first step of
the development process: preparing fibers
and studying their physical and mechanical
properties.

So far we have fabricated rows and grids
of aluminum oxide (A12O3) and silicon
nitride (SiNx) fibers as small as 4 microme-
ters wide and 1 micrometer thick, and
tested them for tensile strength. We have
also performed hardness tests on thin films

19 of metal oxides.

FABRICATION AND TESTING:
HIGH-TECH OPERATIONS
The microfabrication procedure we use for
producing the fibers and grids follows a
process developed by the microelectronics
industry.

First the fiber design and layout are
created on a computer-aided design (CAD)
system. The output is sent to a pattern
generator, which creates a photo-mask by
exposure of an emulsion-coated glass
plate. This is mounted on a silicon wafer
that has been coated with a polyimide film
and then with a thin film of a positive
photoresist material. The resist is exposed
through the mask to ultraviolet radiation,
and then developed to remove the exposed
resist, leaving empty spaces in the shape of
the fiber pattern. Next the ceramic material
is deposited onto the substrate with either
an electron-beam or a thermal evaporator,
and the unwanted photoresist material sur-
rounding the desired structure is lifted off
chemically. Finally, the polyimide is dis-
solved, creating a free-floating structure in
the shape of fibers or grids. The liftoff
process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The fibers we made in this way were
tested in a microtensile testing machine

that we built along the lines of one that had
been developed by Che-Yu Li, a professor
in our department. One end of a fiber was
glued to a hypodermic needle tip which
was glued to a translation stage. The other
end of the fiber was then glued to a 10-gram
load cell. After the glue had set, the fiber
was pulled at the rate of 0.6 micrometer per
second until failure, and the tensile strength
calculated from the load at failure and the
area of the fiber. The A12O3 fibers we tested
had tensile strengths between 143 and 168
ksi; the SiNx fibers were stronger, testing
between 700 and 1,000 ksi.

A problem we ran into in carrying out
the tensile-strength testing of the fibers was
that of brittleness. The fibers tended to
break not in the middle, where the break
should occur if the measurements are to be
correct, but at the ends near the points of at-
tachment. To correct this situation, we de-
signed a fiber with a reduced cross section
in the middle (illustrated in Figure 2).

A photograph of a two-dimensional grid
of A12O3, taken with a transmission elec-
tron microscope, is shown in Figure 3.

The thin films, deposited in much the
same way as the fibers, were also 1 mi-
crometer thick. They were analyzed for
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Figure 1. The liftoff process used in the fabrica-
tion of ceramic fibers. The process is based on
a technique developed to produce microelec-
tronic devices.

The schematic shows (a) the wafer with its
patterned photoresist; (b) the materials being
deposited; and (c) the free-floating material, in
the form of fibers or grids, that remains after
chemical liftoff of the resist.

The standard silicon wafer is three inches in
diameter, the polyimide film is 3 micrometers
thick, and the positive photoresist film is 3.5
micrometers thick.

The wafer and photo-mask are mounted and
aligned in a contact aligner. The resist is ex-

posed through the mask to 405-nanometer
ultraviolet radiation. Before the resist is devel-
oped, the wafer is soaked in chlorobenzene for
the appropriate time to achieve an overhang 0.5
to 1 micrometer thick.

The material is deposited with use of an elec-
tron-beam or thermal evaporator; evaporation
is necessary to ensure that no material coats the
photoresist sidewalls.

Liftoff is accomplished by soaking the wafer
in acetone to dissolve the photoresist without
dissolving the polyimide.

Finally, the polyimide is dissolved in meth-
ylene chloride, leaving a structure such as a
grid or an array of fibers.

Figure 2a

Figure 2. Fibers of'Alfl ? with a constant cross
section (a) and a reduced cross section (b).

The fibers are about 80 micrometers apart
and their minimum width is 4 micrometers. The
images were obtained with a scanning electron
microscope.

The fibers were first made with a constant
cross section. The reduced-cross-section de-
sign was introduced because straight fibers
made of brittle material such as Alfl? tend to
break at the ends in the microtensile testing
machine, and this causes inaccuracy in the
measurement. Close examination shows that
the taper is stepped rather than smooth; this is
an artifact of the mask fabrication.

Figure 2b
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Figure 3. A grid of Al£) ^ filaments, fabricated
in the Cornell research. The photograph, taken
with a scanning electron microscope, shows
grid lines 10 micrometers wide and 200 mi-
crometers apart.

Figure 4. Rutherford backscattering spectra for
(a) a film of Alf^ and (b) a film of A12O3

evaporated with approximately 7 atomic per-
cent of chromium, yielding Al^iiOstt7Cr74. The
dotted lines represent computer simulations.
The spectra were obtained with an incident
beam of 2-Mev He++.

Figure 5. The microstructure of a deposited
AljO, film (a) and a deposited aluminum film
(b). The bright-field transmission electron mi-
crograph of the oxide film (taken at a magnifi-
cation of 50,000) shows no crystalline struc-
ture. In contrast, the fine-grained crystalline
structure of the metal film is seen in the trans-
mission electron micrograph (taken at a magni-
fication of 200,000).

Aluminum in the form of deposited fibers is
stronger than bulk aluminum, perhaps because
aluminum fibers formed by deposition have
a crystalline structure similar to that of the
deposited film. The fineness of the grain size
may account for the fact that aluminum is
stronger in the fiber form than it is in bulk.

Figure 5a Figure 5b

composition by Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy, in which an ion beam is used
to produce a characteristic spectrum (see
Figure 4). The actual spectra obtained for
A12O3 and for A12O3 with added chromium,
titanium, or zirconium correlated well with
the spectra predicted for the particular
mixed oxide, verifying the chemical com-
position and uniformity of the samples.
The films were also examined by electron
diffraction, and shown to be amorphous
(see Figure 5a). Density was calculated on
the basis of the Rutherford backscattering
analysis and the measured thickness of the

film, and found to be considerably less
than that of crystalline a-alumina.

The films were tested for hardness with
a microindentor, another apparatus devel-
oped at Cornell by Professor Li. The A12O3

film had a microindentation hardness of 8.4
GPa, and the addition of about 1 percent of
zirconium, titanium, or chromium raised
this to as much as 11.0 GPa (for zirconium).

In all this experimental work, we were
fortunate to have access to sophisticated
equipment (along with the help of expert
support staff) that would be beyond the
capability of any one researcher's labora-



"Especially intriguing
is the prospect
of fabricating

microcomposites with
close control

of their structure,
composition, and

properties.JJ

tory. Some of these facilities are available
in very few university laboratories. We
used photolithography equipment at the
National Nanofabrication Facility, and de-
position equipment belonging to the Mate-
rials Science Center. The Rutherford
backscattering apparatus was made avail-
able by James Mayer of our department
(who uses it primarily for studies of crystal-
line solids at and near their surfaces). The
microindentor, with its precise electronic
control, is a pioneering development.

We are also grateful for support from the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the Department of Energy, and the
National Science Foundation through the
Materials Science Center.

Below: One of the instruments used in materials
research at Cornell is the Rutherford back-
scattering spectroscope. Operating it is Nick
Szabo, a research support specialist.

PROSPECTS FOR RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
Microfabrication procedures offer a prom-
ising technology for the production of
current and new materials. Especially in-
triguing is the prospect of fabricating mi-
crocomposites with close control of their
structure, composition, and properties.

In our work so far we have fabricated
ceramic fibers only 1 micrometer thick
with the idea of using them as reinforce-
ments in metallic or ceramic matrices. Our
method is to selectively deposit the desired
material in a predefined pattern; we prepare
the pattern with a CAD-controlled pattern
generator, and use photolithography and
physical vapor deposition to actually form
the fibers in their prefixed geometrical ori-
entation. Other deposition technologies,
including reactive evaporation, coevapora-
tion, and sputtering, could be used,
however.
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Right: Professor Johnson andJari Koskinen, a
postdoctoral associate, are working with the
microtensile apparatus for testing fibers with
dimensions as small as I micrometer.

Below: A close up of the microtensile testing
apparatus.
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This approach leads to a great many
possibilities for the creation of tailor-made
materials for applications with demanding
requirements. Many ceramics and ceramic
mixtures can be tried as reinforcements in
a wide range of metallic alloys or ceramic
materials. There are other possibilities
besides the production of new structural
materials; for example, the ability to fabri-
cate fine and geometrically regular ceramic
grids offers a means of making microfilters
of practically any desired dimension.

We are now beginning experiments in
which we will incorporate some of our

ceramic fibers in an aluminum matrix, but
that is just a beginning. The possibilities are
enormous and the potential applications
are both exciting and needed.

Herbert H. Johnson, a professor of materials
science and engineering, has been on the Cor-
nell faculty since I960. His research program

has included work on gases in metals and
deformation and fracture of materials.

Johnson holds three degrees, including a
doctorate in metallurgy, from Case Institute of
Technology. Before coming to Cornell, he
taught at Lehigh University.

At Cornell Johnson has served as director of
the university's Materials Science Center, as
director of his department, and as graduate
faculty representative.

He is a member of the National Academy
of Engineering and a fellow of the American
Society for Metals, and has sewed on external
review committees for several academic, indus-
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POINT DEFECTS IN CERAMIC OXIDES
How They Affect Material Properties
and the Kinetics of Sol id-State Reactions

by Rudiger Dieckmann
Perfect crystals are a fiction. They exist
only in the mind, not in the real world,
because the periodicity of the lattice struc-
ture is always more or less disturbed by de-
fects of various kinds.

These defects may be either zero-di-
mensional (point defects), one-dimen-
sional (line defects, evident as disloca-
tions), two-dimensional (grain boundaries
and surfaces), or three-dimensional (pores
or inclusions). In ceramic materials, any of
these defects may be electrically charged
or carry local electrical charges.

Many properties of solids—such as
mechanical, electrical, and optical proper-
ties, and also their chemical reactivity—
depend on the concentrations of different
defects and on the mobilities of ions and
electrons. Consequently, an understanding
of defect structure and related properties is
very important for understanding the per-
formance of solid materials under different
conditions. It is the basis for any improve-
ment of a material.

OUR FOCUS ON THE EFFECTS
OF POINT DEFECTS
According to predictions based on consid-
erations of energy and entropy, only point

defects are stable at thermodynamic equi-
librium, but because of slow kinetic proc-
esses, other kinds of defects are always
present too. In fact, it is impossible to make
crystalline materials that are free of one-
and higher-dimensional defects. Because
of this complexity, it is not (yet) possible to
perform a quantitative analysis of the ef-
fects of various types of defects; however,
some understanding of the principles in-
volved can be gained by studying how the
different defects act on the material proper-
ties separately.

My research group is concentrating on
the study of materials in which practically
the only defects of importance are point
defects. We minimize the effects of other
kinds of defects by working at high tem-
peratures: as temperature rises, point de-
fects generally increase in concentration
while nonequilibrium defects do not, and
therefore the higher-dimensional defects
have diminishing influence on defect-de-
pendent properties of the material and may
even become negligible.

We are interested also in the transport of
matter and electrical charge in these mate-
rials because this is closely related to the
defect structure. And we are interested in

the relationships among point-defect struc-
ture, transport of matter and charge, and the
kinetics of simple solid-state reactions.

The materials we are investigating are
single crystals or, if those are not available,
coarse-grained polycrystalline ceramic
oxides. All the oxides we have investigated
so far contain transition-metal cations.

At a given temperature and pressure the
concentration of point defects in such
materials generally depends on the chemi-
cal activity of the components. If the mate-
rial contains a sufficiently low level of
impurities, the point-defect concentration
is determined unequivocally by tempera-
ture, pressure, and the activities of the
components of the pure material. When
there is such a component-activity-de-
pendent disorder, a consequence is that a
deviation from stoichiometery is always
observed—that is, the ratio between the
numbers of cations and anions changes as a
function of temperature, pressure, and
component activities.

At constant temperature and pressure,
the type of relationship that exists between
the composition and the component activi-
ties is determined by the type of the compo-
nent-activity-dependent disorder—a cor- 24
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relation that provides a way of establishing
the type of disorder in the material, and also
of determining the concentrations of the
majority point defects.

Prerequisite for this, in our study of
point defects in ceramic oxides, are precise
measurements of changes of the deviation
from stoichiometry as a function of oxygen
partial pressure at high temperature.
Because a change in the deviation from
stoichiometry corresponds to an uptake or
release of oxygen, one possible kind of ex-
periment is a very sensitive weight-change

25 measurement.

TRANSPORT OF MATTER AND
CHARGE IN CERAMIC CRYSTALS
Information about the transport of matter
within the solid material can be obtained by
studying the diffusion of tracer atoms at
thermodynamic equilibrium. In principle,
either stable isotopes or suitable radioac-
tive isotopes can be used as tracers, but
usually it is much easier to use the radioac-
tive ones if they are available.

In a typical tracer-diffusion experiment,
a thin layer of the tracer is placed on one
side of a pre-annealed ceramic-oxide
specimen, and the sample is heated for a

Figure 1. A compilation of relationships be-
tween point-defect structure, transport within
the solid material, and related theory.

Included in the diagram are the transport
properties of ionic crystals and transport in
electrochemical potential gradients during
solid-state reactions. Relevant theories are
indicated.

In the diagram, a = electrical conductivity;
D*n = tracer diffusion coefficient of an ion;
8 = deviation from stoichiometn; D = chemi-
cal diffusion coefficient of a defect; and
k p = the parabolic rate constant used to de-
scribe the growth of a product layer according
to the parabolic rate law Ax2 = 2 k P • t.



"Under certain circumstances,
knowledge of defect structure and transport properties can be

used to predict the kinetics of solid-state reactions.

certain time under well defined conditions.
Tracer diffuses into the sample, and a con-
centration profile is obtained and analyzed
to yield a tracer-diffusion coefficient. In-
terpretation of this coefficient is compli-
cated, since it depends not only on the
mobility of the point defects involved in the
diffusion, but also on their concentration
and on the so-called correlation factor.
The correlation factor takes into account
the fact that in most cases the motion of
tracer ions does not correspond to a random
walk, but is correlated—that is, subsequent
jumps depend on preceding ones.

A careful analysis of tracer-diffusion
measurements requires, therefore, knowl-
edge about point-defect concentrations and
a theoretical consideration of the diffusion
correlation. In simple cases, one is able to
reach a very detailed understanding of
mass transport. In more complex situ-
ations, it is often possible to extract only
guidelines and trends.

The basis for understanding the trans-
port of electrical charge in ceramic materi-
als is the measurement of the electrical con-
ductivity (and, to some limited extent, of
the thermopower). At the present time, my
group is working with semiconductors, in

which electrons and electron holes are the
predominant carriers. If either of these
types of carrier predominates in the mate-
rial, the electrical conductivity is propor-
tional to the product of the mobility and the
concentration of that carrier. Here again
knowledge about the defect structure of the
material is important, since the carrier con-
centration must be determined in order to
calculate its mobility.

UNDERSTANDING THE KINETICS
OF SOLID-STATE REACTIONS
Under certain circumstances, knowledge
of defect structure and transport properties
can be used to predict the kinetics of solid-
state reactions or to analyze kinetic data.
For example, we might be able to predict
the kinetics of a solid-state reaction leading
to the formation of a dense ceramic oxide
product. Or we might predict point-defect
relaxation kinetics—that is, the kinetics of
reequilibration of a ceramic material
within its stability range after, for example,
a change in oxygen partial pressure in the
environment of the sample.

Such prediction or analysis is possible
only if the kinetics is entirely determined
by the transport of matter and charge in the

bulk of the ceramic oxide—that is, if all
processes occurring at interfaces are suffi-
ciently fast and if one- and higher-dimen-
sional defects do not play a significant role
in the transport of matter and charge. On
the other hand, if a reaction step at an
interface is relatively slow, information
about its kinetics might be derived from
experiments on the basis of a detailed
knowledge about defect structure and the
related transport properties.

OUR EXPERIMENTAL WORK
IN TWO RESEARCH PROGRAMS
Our experimental work in the areas I have
discussed is made possible by some special
equipment:
• A unique custom-built thermobalance
with a resolution and a noise level of the
order of one microgram in flowing gases at
temperatures up to about 1450°C. This is
used for studies of point-defect chemistry.
It is equipped with a microcomputer, al-
lowing it to be used also for kinetic studies,
and with electrochemical cells for in-situ
oxygen-activity measurements.
• A set-up for electrical measurements
(conductivity and thermopower). This unit
is also equipped with a microcomputer for 26



kinetic studies and with electrochemical
cells for in-situ measurements of oxygen
activity.

We have just begun to add a separate
laboratory for studies of radioactive tracer
diffusion.

Two research programs are underway.
One includes thermogravimetric studies of
the point-defect chemistry of cuprous ox-
ide (conducted by graduate student Jie
Xue), and also investigations of the kinet-
ics of spinel-formation reactions (carried
out by graduate student Steven Tinkler).

Early results of the Cu2O research sug-
gest that at least two major types of ionic
point defects are present (see Figure 2).
This is concluded from the fact that S-
shaped curves are obtained when the devia-
tion from stoichiometry, 8, in Cu2 6 O is
plotted versus the logarithm of oxgyen
activity, log aQ . What point defects are
compatible with these data? Assuming that
point defects are ideally dissolved in the
solvent Cu2O, we conclude that the defects
are neutral copper vacancies at high oxy-
gen activities and neutral oxygen vacancies
at low oxygen activities.

The other program deals with the defect
27 structure and transport properties of mixed
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oxides containing cobalt, iron, and manga-
nese cations and having structures of either
the rock-salt or the spinel type. (The rock-
salt structure has one cation sublattice and
the spinel structure has two.) This program
continues research begun in my laboratory
at Hannover in Germany before I came to
Cornell.

Figure 2. The point-defect chemistry of cuprous
oxide. Here the deviation from stoichiometry, 8,
in Cu2jD is plotted as a function of oxygen
activity (aO2= POi 11 atm) atT = 950°C. The
S shape of the curve indicates the presence of
more than one type of ionic point defect.

Figure 3. Deviation from stoichiometry, 5, in
the mixed spinel (Fe04Mn06)3SO4 as a function
of oxygen activity at T - 1200°C. S-shaped
curves such as this are obtained at all cation
compositions, indicating that the major defects
are cation vacancies and cation interstitials,
depending on oxygen activity.

In the continuing work (carried out by
Peter Franke, a postdoctoral associate, and
Ramesh S., a graduate student) we have
used thermogravimetry to study the devia-
tion from stoichiometry, 8, in mixed iron-
manganese spinels as a function of oxygen
partial pressure and of the cationic compo-
sition at 1200°C. At all cationic composi-
tions, S-shaped curves were obtained when
8 in (Fe^Mn lx)3^O4 was plotted as a func-
tion of the logarithm of the oxygen activity,
log <au (see the example in Figure 3). From
these results, we conclude that at all
cationic compositions, the major defects at
high oxygen activities are cation vacan-
cies, and that the major defects at low
oxygen activities are cation interstitials.

We have tried to use these new nonstoi-
chiometry data to analyze measurements
(made earlier in Germany) of manganese
and iron tracer diffusion. Unfortunately,



Above: Rudiger Dieckmann and the unique
thermobalance he developed.

for the time being we can only do this on a
very limited basis. Evidently the diffusivi-
ties of both ions change in a complicated
way with the cationic composition of the
spinel. For a more detailed analysis, we
need information about the distribution of
manganese and iron ions, and also about
the distribution of cation vacancies be-
tween the two different cation sublattices
(that is, at octahedrally and tetrahedrally
coordinated lattice sites). No really re-
liable data of this sort are available in the
literature.

In order to obtain information with re-
gard to correlation in cation diffusion in
non-simple oxides, we have also started to
work on the simulation of lattice diffusion
in mixed oxides. We have begun to develop
programs to study cation diffusion in
mixed ceramic oxides by the Monte Carlo
method; so far we are able to simulate
cation diffusion by vacancy-diffusion
mechanisms in mixed oxides with rock-salt
structure and with spinel structure. With
these programs, extensive simulations on
the supercomputer at the Cornell National
Supercomputer Facility have begun.

Rudiger Dieckmann has been a professor of
materials science and engineering at Cornell
since 1987. He was educated in West Germany,
earning theDipl. Chem. in 1972 and the Dr.Ing.
in 1975 from the Technical University of
Clausthal. After receiving his doctorate, he
joined the Institute for Physical Chemistry
and Electrochemistry at the University of
Hannover, where he was awarded the
Dr.lng.habil in 1983. For several years before
joining the Cornell faculty, he was a Heisenberg
Fellow at Hannover and also at the Nuclear
Research Center at Julieh.

In 1984 Dieckmann was awarded the Nernst
Prize by the Deutsche Bunsen-Gesellschaft fur
Physikalische Chemie. Since 1985 he has been
on the editorial board of Reactivity of Solids. 28



CRYSTALLINE-AMORPHOUS
MATERIALS
Important in the Earth and in Industry

by David L. Kohlstedt
In many regions of the earth, silicate rock
reaches temperature and pressure condi-
tions at which it partially melts. This rock
transports heat and mass more readily than
ordinary silicates do, and it creates zones of
high seismic attenuation, reduced strength,
and increased electrical conductivity.

Silicate glass-ceramics are comparable
structural materials, used in applications
ranging from cookware to heat exchangers
for gas turbine engines. Also, these glass-
ceramics form the matrix of some of the
advanced fiber-reinforced composites that
are being developed for use at very high
temperatures (see the article in this issue by
Herbert H. Johnson).

Geological silicates and glass-ceramic
materials have similar structures: they are
composed of one or more crystalline
phases plus an amorphous or melt phase.
They constitute an important class of
materials, characterized as crystal line-
amorphous.

The research of my group at Cornell is
concerned with the composition, micro-
structure, and mechanical properties of
crystalline-amorphous materials. We have
worked mostly with geological materials,

29 but recently the program has expanded to

include a study of advanced ceramic
composites.

THE EFFECT OF A MELT PHASE
ON ROCK PROPERTIES
A system that is important in establishing
the dynamic behavior of the earth's upper
mantle is a partial melt composed of olivine
plus molten basalt. Olivine is a crystalline
silicate of magnesium and iron, and basalt
is igneous rock, seen on the surface in lava

Figure 1. A representation of one proposed
mechanism for the formation of basaltic lavas.

flows (see Figure 1). We have been study-
ing this system in terms of the effect of a
melt phase on the high-temperature me-
chanical properties of aggregates of olivine
plus basalt.

The degree to which an amorphous
phase enhances the rate of high-tempera-
ture deformation depends critically on the
solid-liquid distribution, as characterized
by the dihedral angle, 0 , between the melt
and a grain boundary separating two crys-
talline grains (see Figure 2). If the melt is
isolated in pockets—that is, if the dihedral
angles are greater than 60°—it will have
little or no effect on the high-temperature
properties of the two-phase material.
However, if the melt forms a thin, continu-
ous film along the grain boundaries—
where the dihedral angle is 0°—it can cause
a hundred-fold decrease in strength be-
cause mass transport is much more rapid
through the film of melt than through melt-
free grain boundaries. For intermediate
cases—when the dihedral angles are be-
tween 0° and 60°—the melt phase still
forms an interconnected network along the
triple junctions, but does not wet the grain
boundaries separating the grains (see Fig-
ure 3). All of the olivine-basalt samples we
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have examined so far appear to fall into this
latter class.

Determining whether a melt wets the
grain boundaries or is constrained to the
triple junctions requires very careful obser-
vations with a high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscope (HRTEM). As
might be imagined, determination of the
dihedral angle from an image of a triple
junction such as the one shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2 depends critically on the
magnification: the measured angle tends to
decrease as the magnification is increased.
For this reason, we have used a technique
that would enable us to detect an amor-
phous film as thin as a few angstroms (1 A
= 10~10 meter) at a magnification of one
million. We used the HRTEM to form
lattice-fringe images of grain-boundary
regions some distance from a triple junc-
tion. On the basis of lattice-fringe images
such as the one in Figure 4, we have con-
cluded that no amorphous film is present
along the grain boundaries of our olivine-
basalt samples.

Even if the melt phase does not wet the
grain boundaries, but is present only in the
triple junctions, it still has a profound influ-
ence on the high-temperature mechanical

behavior of our samples. This point is
clearly demonstrated by comparing the rate
of deformation of an olivine sample with-
out the melt phase to the rate of deforma-
tion of an olivine sample containing a few
percent of basalt. In the example shown in
Figure 5, deformation is found to occur
more rapidly by a factor of nearly 10 when
the melt phase is present.

We see that two factors are important in
determining the total effect of the melt on
properties: the amount of melt and the
dihedral angle. As shown in Figure 6, the
rate at which the two-phase sample de-

Figure 2. A two-dimensional sketch of a melt-
filled triple junction between three crystalline
grains. Planar grain boundaries separate each
pair of grains.

Figure 3. A three-dimensional sketch of a mate-
rial composed of crystalline grains with melt
forming an interconnected network along the
triple junctions.

Figure 4. A lattice-fringe HRTEM image that
demonstrates the absence of a melt phase along
the grain boundaries in this olivine-basalt sys-
tem. The (010) and (020) lattice planes in two
neighboring grains of olivine are shown.

Figure 4

55: 30
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forms increases with decreasing dihedral
angle (that is, as the melt becomes more
wetting) and with increasing melt fraction.

This increase in deformation rate does
not come about because the melt simply
makes it easier for one grain to slide past the
next. In an aggregate composed of a large
number of grains, such sliding cannot eas-
ily occur because of the constraints im-
posed by neighboring grains. Instead, the
melt phase enhances the rate of deforma-
tion by providing regions through which
the ions can diffuse rapidly, in a manner
depicted in Figure 7. Under an applied
compressive stress, the silicon, magne-
sium, iron, and oxygen ions that make up
the olivine grains migrate along the grain
boundaries and through the melt-filled
triple junctions. Their net motion is such
that ions leave those boundaries that are
under the greatest compressive stress (the
horizontal grain boundary in Figure 7) and
go to those boundaries that are under
smaller compressive loads (in Figure 7, the
near-vertical boundaries). In this manner,
the olivine-basalt sample shortens and
widens. Ions diffuse through the melt-
filled triple junctions more rapidly by sev-
eral orders of magnitude than they move

Figure 5. The influence of even a small amount
of melt (basalt) in olivine. Strain rate is plotted
versus grain size for samples of olivine with and
without a few percent of basalt. The measure-
ments were made at 20.2 MPa and 1300°C.

Figure 6. The effect of the amount of melt
(basalt) and its wetting behavior on the defor-
mation properties of olivine-basalt samples.
The quantity on the abscissa is the ratio of the
strain rate of a two-phase sample containing
melt and the strain rate of a one-phase melt-free
sample. This is plotted as a function of dihedral
angle for several melt fractions, Xm.

The measurements show that the rate of
deformation increases with the amount of melt
and with the degree of wetting (the smaller the
dihedral angle, the greater the wetting).

Figure 7. Ion diffusion in olivine, occurring in
response to a compressive stress applied verti-
cally. Ions migrate from the grain boundaries
that are under greater compressive stress (the
horizontal ones) to grain boundaries that are
under less compressive stress (the near-vertical
ones), going through the triple junction and
along the boundaries. The result is a deforma-
tion of the sample. The rate of deformation is
affected bx the presence of melt in the triple
junction because diffusion occurs more rapidlx
in melt than along grain boundaries.

compressive
stress

grain

grain

grain

compressive
stress

through the melt-free grain boundaries.
Accordingly, if the triple junction con-
tained no melt, the rate of transport of ions
from one point to another would be sub-
stantially decreased.

THE KINETICS OF DIFFUSION
THROUGH THE MELT
To study the kinetics of diffusion through
the melt, we are now conducting experi-
ments to determine the rate at which melt
migrates or infiltrates into an initially
single-phase aggregate of olivine.

The two micrographs in Figure 8 show
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Figure 8. Scanning electron micrographs
showing the melt distribution (a) near the inter-
face and (b) farfrom the interface of an olivine-
basalt sample used in a melt-migration experi-
ment. Before the sample was heated to 1300°C
to allow the melt to infiltrate, the upper part of
the sample was entirely melt and the lower part

contained no melt. The images are about 30
micrometers across.

Figure 9. Melt fraction as a function of distance
into an initially melt-free sample. The tempera-
ture was 1300°C; the time span was four hours.

Figure 9

"The micro structure
of commercial

glass-ceramics is
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material...." 32
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Figure 10. A scanning electron micrograph of a
fiber-reinforced composite in which the matrix
material is a lithium alumina silicate glass-ce-
ramic and the fiber material is silicon carbide.
The width of the image corresponds to about 2.4
millimeters.

The composite was deformed in four-point
flexure at25°C until it fractured. Extensive fiber
pullout and multiple matrix cracking has oc-
curred. (Micrograph courtesy of Dr. Ken
Chyung of Corning Glass Works.)

regions of the sample near to and far from
the original interface between the melt and
the olivine. Near the interface, enough melt
has migrated into the aggregate so that
many of the olivine grains are completely
surrounded by melt. (This near-surface
disaggregation of the olivine sample is
presently being investigated by Bart Riley,
a Cornell graduate student in materials sci-

ence and engineering.) Relatively little
melt has reached regions far from the inter-
face, however; in those regions the melt is
confined to the triple junctions.

Plots of melt concentration as a function
of distance into the initially melt-free oli-
vine aggregate (as in Figure 9) demonstrate
that these melts can move distances on the
order of 1 centimeter in a few hours at
1300°C, a very fast rate indeed.

A NEW CLASS
OF STRUCTURAL CERAMICS
In a current collaborative project, we are
working with structural ceramics that have
certain similarities with the olivine-basalt
materials. The purpose is to investigate the
interrelationships among the composition,
the microstructure, and the mechanical
properties of composites made from glass-
ceramics containing very strong ceramic

David L. Kohlstedt is a professor of materials
science and engineering at Cornell, where he is
associated also with the Materials Science
Center.

He holds a B.S. degree from Valparaiso
Technical Institute and a Ph.D. in solid-state
physics from the University of Illinois. After
receiving the doctorate, he spent a year in
research at the Cavendish Laboratory at Cam-
bridge University, England, and four years as a
research associate in earth and planetary sci-
ences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy before joining the Cornell faculty in 1975.
As a Guggenheim fellow in 1982-83, he con-
ducted research at MIT and the Australian
National University.

fibers. Our collaborators are Cornell Pro-
fessors James Burlitch of the Department
of Chemistry and C. Barry Carter of the
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, and Dr. Ken Chyung and Dr.
Steve Dawes of Corning Glass Works.

The microstructure of commercial
glass-ceramics is similar to that of the oli-
vine-basalt material shown in Figure 8,
although the composition and morphology
of the glass and crystalline phases are quite
different. While glass-ceramics by them-
selves are quite resistant to fracture, their
toughness increases dramatically with the
addition of ceramic fibers such as the sili-
con carbide fibers shown in Figure 10.

With the proper choice of materials,
composites composed of a glass-ceramic
matrix with embedded ceramic fibers
maintain high strength to temperatures of
over 1200°C. These advanced composites
form a new class of high-temperature
structural ceramics, capable of meeting the
demanding requirements for new high-
performance materials.



GLUING METALS TO CERAMICS
The Chemistry of Metal-Ceramic Adhesion

by James M. Burlitch
Microchips with ceramic bases—and
many other recent technological develop-
ments—require the adhesion of a metal to
a ceramic surface.

For example, in order to use copper con-
nectors in an integrated circuit fabricated
on an alumina substrate, the metal must be
"glued" to the oxide by means of a thin
interface layer of a metal that is less con-
ducting than copper, but a better adherent.
It is common practice to first deposit a film
of chromium directly onto the alumina and
then deposit the copper on the chromium.

In collaborative research at Cornell, my
colleagues and I are trying to find out why
the chromium adheres to alumina and what
can be done to improve the adhesion.
Beyond that, we hope to reach a fundamen-
tal understanding of the chemistry of
metal-to-ceramic adhesion that will be
useful in developing other techniques and
technologies.

Two mechanisms have been proposed
to describe the bonding of metals to oxides.
A mechanical "interlocking" of the metal
and the oxide may be responsible if the
surface has sufficient roughness. Alterna-
tively, a "chemical" interaction may occur
when the metal-to-ceramic interface con-

sists of a continuous, thin layer of an oxide
of the metal; presumably, metal-to-oxygen
chemical bonds are responsible here.

The possibility that chemical bonding
may be important in metal-to-ceramic
adhesion was intriguing to me as a chemist.
A challenging notion was to discover how
to change the degree of adhesion between
chromium and alumina and then use what
was learned to improve other metal/ce-
ramic interfaces—such as copper on alu-
mina or chromium on aluminum nitride—
where adhesion is much weaker.

MECHANICAL TESTING
FOR STRENGTH OF ADHESION
The first step in such a project was accom-
plished by my colleague David Kohlstedt
of the Department of Materials Science and
Engineering and his students Hideyuki
Kanai and Gerard DeMott. They deter-
mined the strength of adhesion of chro-
mium metal to pure aluminum oxide and to
aluminum oxide that had been doped with
small amounts of transition-metal oxides.

In order to control the roughness of the
substrate surface, they coated the substrate
alumina with aluminum oxide in gel form
and then fired it; varying the temperature

of firing changed the roughness, which was
determined by scanning electron micros-
copy. The subsequent deposition of the
chromium film was done by electron-beam
evaporation at the National Nanofabrica-
tion Facility on campus.

In their studies they used conventional
pull tests and a novel adaptation of the con-
tinuous microindentation hardness test de-
scribed in Figure 1. The microindentation
tests, along with measurements of hardness
and mechanical properties carried out on
bulk specimens, were used to calculate an
interface parameter, x> whose value ex-
presses the degree of adhesion between the
two layers of the composite. An interface
with perfect adhesion would have %= 1, and
with no adhesion, % would be near 0. This
work is described in Figure 2.

The experiments indicated that for alu-
mina-based coatings, the addition of small
amounts (5 mole percent) of other metal
oxides (such as those of titanium, nickel, or
chromium) produced small increases in %
and signaled some improvement in the
degree of adhesion of the metal to the
ceramic.

I learned about these encouraging de-
velopments from David during a semester 34
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Figure 2. Calculating interface adhesion
strength.

The sketch shows the assumed geometry of
the zones of plastic deformation surrounding a
Vickers indentation in a specimen such as those
represented in Figure 1. It is assumed that when
the hemispherical zone of plastic deformation in
the metal film reaches the film/coating inter-
face, the zone is truncated and the stress trans-
mitted across the interface causes a second
plastic zone to form in the coating. An interface
parameter, x, is defined as the ratio of the radii
of these zones: % = b Jb~. A value ofx - 1 would
indicate perfect adhesion, whereas % ~ Ofor
no adhesion.

In Ph.D. thesis work, Gerard DeMott
adapted the volume law of mixtures to relate the
volumes of the plastic zones in each layer to the
composite hardness:

Hc=(Vf/V)Hf+(Vs/V)Hs

where H , Ht, H ,andV,V.,V are the hard-
nesses and volumes of plastic deformation for
the composite, film, and substrate, respectively.
If the mechanical properties of the separate lay-
ers have been determined on bulk specimens,
values for V and bf. may be calculated from
the depth of the indentor. From this relation, V
and b .—and thus x—<• an be obtained from the
best fit of the curve to the data (see Figure Ib).

Figure I. Mechanical testing of hardness used
for determining the strength of adhesion in
metal/'ceramic interfaces. Samples consisted of
a thin layer of chromium deposited on an alumi-
num oxide coating on an alumina substrate.

Figure la represents the continuous micro-
indentation apparatus used in the experiments.
This apparatus was constructed and is main-
tained by Professor Che-Yu Li of the Depart-
ment of Materials Science and Engineering,
and his students. A diamond indentor is driven
into the multilayer sample at a very slow con-
trolled rate by piezoelectric crystals, and the
depth of penetration and the load are moni-
tored. Horizontal (x, y,) and rough vertical (z)
positioning is carried out manually.

Seven indentations were made on each
specimen at each of six maximum loads (0.02-
0.2 Newtons). The curve for averaged load vs.
plastic depth was converted to a curve for hard-
ness, H (calculated from the projected area of
the indentor at each depth) vs. plastic depth.

Figure Ib shows a partial set of data (only 2
percent are plotted). The curve was calculated
from a model based on the volume law of mix-
tures (see Figure 2): the best fit of the curve to
the data yields the value of the strength of
adhesion. Only the region below the deflection
in the curve (which corresponds to the point at
which the indentor breaks through the metal-
ceramic interface) is considered.

Figure 2
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Figure 3. A computer drawing of the structure of
a mixed-metal complex. This complex is
(thf)/il[W(CO)f:^i5]v where thfis tetrahydro-
furan. The structure, determined by Professor
Robert Hughes and his co-workers by single-
crystal x-ray analysis, shows Al surrounded by
six oxygens—three from the CO groups and
three from the thf groups.

of sabbatical leave I spent with his research
group in the fall of 1986. The findings were
particularly interesting to me because they
appeared to demonstrate a "chemical
effect" in the adhesion of chromium to
coatings of comparable surface roughness.
Unfortunately, the amount and type of a
dopant metal that could be introduced
(as salts) into the coatings by the metal-
alkoxide-based gel process was limited by
segregation of the components during
processing.

Thus, the challenge was defined: find a
way to put large amounts of a second metal
into the relatively smooth oxide coating.

THE SYNTHESIS OF
MIXED-OXIDE COATINGS
To synthesize a mixed-metal-oxide ce-
ramic, we needed either a mixture of the
starting materials or else one starting mate-
rial that contained the desired metals as an

integral part of its structure. Since I had
worked with mixed-metal complexes, I
was attracted to the second possibility.

Several years ago, Robert Petersen, a
graduate student in my laboratory, studied
some transition-metal carbonyl complexes
of aluminum which had the following com-
position:

L3A1[M(CO)3C5H5]3

where M is chromium, molybdenum, or
tungsten, and L is tetrahydrofuran (thf).
Bob had made these complexes in thf
from the analogous mercury derivatives,
Hg[M(CO)3C5H5]2, and excess aluminum
metal. At the time, we were interested in the
new aluminum complexes because they
were among the first examples of com-
plexes that contained a C- and O-bonded
carbonyl ligand. As shown by a single-
crystal x-ray analysis of the tungsten de-
rivative (Figure 3), aluminum is sur-
rounded by six oxygens—three from the

Figure 3
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". . . we will extend our preliminary findings
to other metals and to other ceramics.Jy

CO's and three from the thf groups:
(thf)3Al[W(CO)3C5H5]3.

Petersen's work had shown that all of
these complexes are quite fragile chemi-
cally; they reacted instantly with water and
oxygen in the air. This high reactivity
probably would have made controlled gel
formation difficult, so we chose to spray-
pyrolyze them to the desired oxides. With
fr/s-2-(2'-methoxyethoxy) ethanol as the
drying-control agent and air as the propel-
lant, solutions of (thf)3Al[Cr(CO)3C5H5]3

in thf were sprayed onto alumina substrates
on a hotplate at about 165°C. With a bit of
practice, I was able to make smooth coat-
ings of this complex.

Coatings were prepared from the com-

Figure 4. The effect of transition-metal oxides
on the adhesion strength of metal-to-ceramic
interfaces. Here the interface parameter, x > w
plotted vs. an effective free energy of formation,
AGr", defined as the weighted average of G?
for each metal in the coating:

AGf
JJ = L x AGr

J i = 1 ' J
where x. is the mole fraction of each metal.
Adhesion strength of the chromium films is seen
to increase linearly with the effective free en-

37 ergy of oxidation of the coating.

plex alone and also in combination with
aluminum isopropoxide to vary the Cr/Al
ratio between 3 and 0. Coatings from the
molybdenum and tungsten analogs were
made in similar fashion, using oxygen as
the propellant to effect complete decompo-
sition of the metal carbonyl fragments.
These coatings were all smooth enough to
reflect light, giving a soft sheen to their
surfaces. They were heated at 500°C in air
to remove organic components and then
examined for smoothness by scanning
electron microscopy. Surface roughness
was found to be similar within the series,

Figure 4
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and also similar to that exhibited by sol-
derived coatings.

The mixed-oxide coatings met the re-
quirements we had sought: they were all
smooth and about 0.1 micrometer thick,
and the presence of the transition element
was confirmed by energy-dispersive x-ray
analysis. Chromium films 0.5 micrometer
thick were deposited successfully on the
coatings by electron-beam evaporation,
and their microhardness was measured.

GREATER ADHESION STRENGTH
WITH MIXED-OXIDE COATINGS
The interface parameter and the strength of
the metal-to-ceramic interface increased
dramatically when substantial amounts of
transition-metal-oxide components were
incorporated into the coating. For the Cr/
Al series, the increase was proportional to
the mole percent of Cr added.

To accommodate the variable amount
of transition-metal oxide and the variety of
metals in this study, we used a weighted
average of the values for free energy of
formation for each metal oxide. When this
quantity—the effective free energy of for-
mation—was plotted vs. the adhesion
parameter % (see Figure 4), a straight line



was obtained, indicating that the adhesion
strength of the Cr films increases linearly
with the effective free energy of oxidation
of the coating.

A rationale for these results might go
something like this. Reaction of chromium
metal with the surface oxide ions forms
M(oxide)-O-Cr bonds at the partial ex-
pense of the M-O bonds; if the oxide is
forced to take on extra electron density
from chromium (which is assumed to be
oxidized in the process of bond formation),
this might result in partial reduction of the
oxide, an energetically unfavorable proc-
ess. The more readily this electron transfer
occurs, however, the stronger the Cr-O
bond should become, and the better the
adhesion. On the other hand, small
amounts of a lower oxide might well have
a deleterious effect on other useful proper-
ties of the ceramic, so the use of very thin
coatings to "glue" the metal onto the sub-
strate without affecting other bulk proper-
ties may provide a practical compromise.

In this interdisciplinary project, sup-
ported by IBM, Corning Glass Works, the
U.S. Army Research Office, and the Cor-
nell Materials Science Center, we have
highlighted the importance of interface
chemistry in controlling the strength of

adhesion of chromium films to moderately
smooth oxide substrates. Keeping the sur-
face as smooth as possible while promoting
strong metal-to-ceramic bonds may help
meet the increasingly stringent demands of
microelectronic circuitry in the future.

In collaboration with Professor Roald
Hoffmann of the Department of Chemis-
try, we hope to develop a solid theoretical
basis for the general phenomenon of metal-
to-ceramic adhesion. With this basis and
some help from enthusiastic graduate stu-
dents, we will extend our preliminary find-
ings to other metals and to other ceramics.

James M. Burlitch is a professor of chemistry at
Cornell. He joined the faculty in 1965.

Burlitch earned the B.S. degree at Wheeling
College in 1960. He received a Ph.D. degree
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1964 and spent the following year as a
National Institutes of Health postdoctoral fel-
low. While in graduate school, he held National
Science Foundation summer fellowships, a
Du Pont teaching fellow ship, and a National In-
stitutes of Health predoctoral fellowship.

He is a member of the American Chemical
Society, the American Ceramic Society, and the
honoraries Sigma Xi and Alpha Sigma Nu. 38



CERAMIC INTERFACES AND REACTIONS

by C. Barry Carter and David W. Susnitzky
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Ceramic materials are only as good as their
interfaces.

In making such a claim, we include
interfaces that are either external or inter-
nal. Since the majority of ceramic compo-
nents are polycrystalline, these materials
have many internal interfaces, including
those between grains and phases, that
greatly affect the properties. The structure
and stability of external surfaces are al-
ways important, and especially so when the
temperature is high and the environment
corrosive—situations in which ceramics
are often used.

In studies of bulk materials, the meas-
ured parameters are necessarily averaged
over many different types of interface, but
while the mean values are important, they
are often insufficient. Many properties are
limited by a small subset of interfaces: the
strength of a ceramic, for example, is deter-
mined by the weakest interfaces. Also,
properties of individual interfaces become
increasingly important as the dimensions
of ceramic components decrease. The
properties of thin coatings, for instance, are
quite different from those of the bulk
materials.

A circumstance that amplifies the im-

portance of interfaces is that many ceram-
ics are anisotropic—that is, their crystal-
lography and properties (mechanical, elec-
trical, optical, etc.) are different in different
directions. This anisotropy came to the
forefront of attention recently with the
discovery of high-Tc superconducting
oxides, and the phenomenon is equally
significant in oxide superionic conduc-
tors—oxides that transport ions very rap-
idly through open channels in their struc-
ture. The anisotropy of ceramic materials

is revealed directly by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (see
Figure 1).

Figure I .A micrograph of a high-Tc supercon-
ducting oxide, yttrium barium copper oxide
(YBa1 Cu3O6+^), showing the anisotropy of the
material. The image was obtained by high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy,
the only available technique for revealing this
property directly. The arrows identify the
conduction planes and are about 1.2 nanome-
ters apart. (Micrograph courtesy of Lisa Tietz.)

Figure 1



Figure 2
Figure 2. The surface of an alumina sample as
shown by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Features can be looked at in both plan
view (above) and in profile (below). In this
sample, damage induced during mechanical
thinning has been removed by annealing in air
at 1400° C for twenty-four hours.

In the planar geometry, the different shades
of gray correspond to different thicknesses of
the specimen. The lines separating the different
gray shades locate the traces of steps on the
surface—the steps on this (0001) surface are
typically 40 to 50 A high (three or four unit
cells).

The profile image is particularly interesting
because it shows that the annealed surface is not
simply a termination of the bulk structure.

STUDYING SURFACE STRUCTURE
WITH THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
is, in fact, the technique we use most in our
studies of ceramic surfaces and interfaces.
The planes and other structural features of
ceramics tend to change over relatively
small distances, and TEM can resolve
spatial and also chemical details down to
atomic dimensions.

A special advantage of TEM over other
techniques is that because the sample is
very thin, the surface can be looked at in
plan view or in profile: TEM can not only
resolve detail to 0.2 nanometer (1 nm =
10~9 meter), it can also show exactly where
that structure occurs. X-ray diffraction can
give greater analytical precision, but (be-
cause it reflects average characteristics)
only at the cost of less spatial resolution or
localization. With TEM we can do some-
thing to a sample after looking at it, and
then reexamine it, observing changes that
have taken place in precisely the same
region.

These features are illustrated in Figure
2, micrographs of a surface that has been 40
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recrystallized by annealing at high tem-
perature to repair damage caused by the
techniques used to thin the samples (TEM
samples are usually thinner than lOOnm).
In studies of this kind, the conditions we
use are designed to imitate what happens to
a ceramic surface in a real processing situ-
ation; the Figure 2 specimen, for instance,
was annealed in air rather than under high
vacuum.

Figure 3. The deposition of particles on a ce-
ramic surface.

The schematic in (a) shows how a deposited
particle attaches at a surface step. The position-
ing along surface steps causes the particles to
align with the underlying crystal lattice of the
substrate—a phenomenon known as grapho-
epitaxy.

On alumina the height of a typical step is 40
to 50 A. In the Cornell experiments, the particles
that were studied ranged in size from 100 A to
fractions of a micrometer.

The micrograph in (b) shows three copper
particles lined up along a step on an alumina
surface. A step represents a change in sample
thickness, apparent in the image as a thickness
fringe—an abrupt change in the shade of gray.
Because the particles are faceted, they appear
to grow over the step.

Figure 4. How a deposited metal particle can
impede the movement of a surface step. This
TEM image shows particles of molybdenum that
have been vapor-deposited onto the surface of
an alumina film. The particles are eventually
encircled by the surface step, and become incor-
porated into the surface.

Figure 4

BEHAVIOR OF PARTICLES
ON CERAMIC SURFACES
In addition to giving new insight into the
structure of ceramic surfaces, these TEM
samples are useful for studying the proper-
ties of the surfaces and of the thin ceramic
film itself.

Figure 3 illustrates the deposition of
small metal particles or small oxide crys-
tals onto a stepped ceramic surface. In our
experiments of this kind, the metal par-
ticles are produced by evaporation in vac-
uum from a nearby metal source, and form
as faceted polyhedra aligned along the
steps on the ceramic surface. The oxide
crystals are produced by chemical-vapor
deposition (CVD) directly onto the TEM
sample—a new approach.

Since the sample is still intact after we
have examined the particles, we can use our
technique of subjecting the sample to fur-
ther processing and examining the surface
again. For example, we can study how the
movement of steps is affected by the pres-
ence of metal particles (this is relevant to
some catalysis processes). Such an experi-
ment is illustrated in Figure 4. Or we can
heat a deposited oxide crystal as it sits on
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Figure 5. Schematics and micrographs illus-
trating a new technique for studying reactions
between deposited metal oxide particles and
ceramic substrates.

In this example, small particles of nickel
oxide were deposited by chemical-vapor depo-
sition directly onto a thin aluminum oxide film.
The sample was then heated, initiating a
reaction.

The schematic in 5a and the micrograph in
5b show the reactant sitting on the thin alumi-
num oxide film.

The subsequent lateral spreading, indicat-
ing reaction, is shown in the schematic in 5c and
the micrographs in 5d, 5e, and 5f

5f
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the substrate, and observe a reaction on a
microscopic scale (see Figure 5).

REACTIONS
AND CORROSION
The deposition of a second material does
not necessarily alter a ceramic substrate.
Whether or not an alteration occurs can be
determined by examination of thin TEM
samples before and after exposure to a
reactant in the CVD apparatus.

As always, pictures tell the story di-
rectly. Figure 6 shows an alumina sample
that has reacted at 1200°C with nickel
oxide vapor to form spinel particles
(NiAl2O4). This process is directly analo-
gous to one that occurs during the sintering
of many dense polycrystalline aluminas: in
the sintering process, magnesium oxide
(which is isostructural with nickel oxide) is
added to aid densification.

Figure 6. Production of a new phase on a thin-
film ceramic surface. Here an alumina film has
been heated to about 1200°C in the presence of
NiO vapor. The reaction causes spinel particles
ofNiAl^O4 to form and grow into the film.

Such reactions can be deleterious to the
properties of the ceramic, however, as the
following example shows. One important
use of ceramic materials is as thin protec-
tive coatings; for instance, a ceramic film is
often plasma-sprayed onto metallic jet-en-
gine components to form a "thermal-bar-
rier coating" that allows the engine to
operate at a higher temperature or for an
extended length of time. Yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) is a preferred coating mate-
rial because of its thermal shock resistance
and stability—the yttria is added to the 11 i i • y J

zirconia to form a material with a cubic tell the StOry directly.

'As always, pictures



Figure 7
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structure that has the desired properties.
There is a problem associated with YSZ
coatings, however: they can corrode and
even peel off when the engine is operated
with jet fuel that contains small quantities
of certain impurities. Vanadium present in
the fuel in a concentration of only 50 ppm
can cause the problem. But although degra-
dation of ceramic coatings has been recog-
nized as a problem for many years, the

actual mechanism of vanadium attack has
remained unclear.

To study this mechanism, we designed
an experiment that would simulate the
corrosion of cubic YSZ thermal barriers.
Thin-film specimens were prepared from
single crystals of YSZ and these specimens
were reacted with vanadium oxide vapor at
high temperature. The sequence of chemi-
cal and structural events was monitored by

Figure 7. A TEM image of a thin coating of
yttrium-stabilized zirconium (YSZ) corroded by
vanadium oxide. The film was produced from a
single crystal of cubic zirconia (more commonly
seen as a gemstone) and the cubic form was
stabilized by the incorporation of 9 mole per-
cent of yttrium. The sample was then heated in
the presence of vanadium pentoxide vapor. The
ensuing sequence of events is evident in the
micrograph: The yttrium oxide component is
"drawn out" to form yttrium vanadate, allow-
ing the cubic phase to be transformed to
tetragonal or monoclinic zirconia. The result is
a degradation of the coating.

TEM. We observed that the vanadium
oxide vapor reacts preferentially with the
yttria component of the YSZ to form
yttrium vanadate, and that when the YSZ is
depleted of its stabilizer, it transforms to a
zirconia with a tetragonal and/or mono-
clinic structure.

This degraded or "destabilized" mate-
rial has inferior thermal and mechanical
properties as compared with those of the
stabilized cubic material. Figure 7 shows
the corroded thin zironia film after the
reaction. The morphology resembles
"Swiss cheese" with the holes filled by the
newly formed yttrium vanadate.

Although TEM forms the basis of our
research program, we also apply other
analysis techniques to the same systems.
For example, Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy allows us to measure the rates
of chemical reactions such as those we
have described. One of the most important
results we have obtained using this tech-
nique is a confirmation that these reaction
rates are, indeed, directly dependent on the
crystallographic orientation of the surface.
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Carter with a scanning transmission electron microscope
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C. Barry Carter, a professor of materials sci-
ence and engineering, is director of the Materi-
als Science Center Electron Microscopy Facil-
ity at Cornell. He joined the faculty in 1979 after
postdoctoral positions at Cornell and at Oxford
University, where he had earned his D.Phil,
degree. He also holds a bachelor s degree from
Cambridge University (1970) and a M.Sc. de-
gree from Imperial College, London (1971). He
spent his sabbatical leave in 1985-86 as a
Guggenheim fellow at Bristol University.

David W. Susnitzky contributed to the re-
search discussed in this article as a graduate
student. He came to Cornell in 1980, received
hisB.S. degree (with distinction) in 1984 and his
M.S. in 1987, and submitted his Ph.D. thesis in
November 1988. The following month he joined
the research staff at Dow Chemical in Midland,
Michigan. While at Cornell, he received a Stu-
dent Award from the Materials Research Soci-
ety (1986) and a Presidential Student Award
from the Electron Microscopy Society of Amer-
ica (1988).

The research on ceramics directed by Carter
is supported by the National Science Founda-
tion, the Department of Energy, and IBM.

Susnitzky



REGISTER
Kohlstedt Kalos

• A faculty newcomer is Sally Kohlstedt,
professor of the history of science and tech-
nology, who has a joint appointment in the
College of Engineering and the College of
Arts and Sciences.

Kohlstedt came here from Syracuse
University, where she was a professor in
the Department of History. Her degrees are
the B.A. from Valparaiso University, the
M.A. from Michigan State University, and
the Ph. D. (1972) from the University of
Illinois. She taught at Simmons College
from 1971 to to 1975. Her husband, David
Kohlstedt, is a Cornell professor of materi-
als science and engineering.

In addition to articles and essays,
Kohlstedt's publications include a book,
The Formation of the American Scientific
Community: The American Association for
the Advancement of Science, published by
the University of Illinois Press in 1976.

She is active in a number of professional
organizations, and as an organizer and
participant in national and international
conferences. Currently she is a visiting lec-
turer for the History of Science Society.

• Recently appointed assistant professors
in the Department of Computer Science are

Douglas J. Howe, Devika Subramanian,
and Stephen Vavasis.

Howe, who was previously a research
associate, became a faculty member in the
fall. He earned the B.A. degree at Carleton
University in Ottawa, Canada, and did his
graduate work at Cornell, earning the Ph.D.
in January 1988. He worked with Professor
Robert Constable on his thesis, Automating
Reasoning in an Implementation of Con-
structive Type Theory.

Subramanian received her undergradu-
ate education in India, earning the B.Tech.
degree from the Indian Institute of Tech-
nology in 1982. She expects to complete
her doctoral studies at Stanford University
this spring. At Stanford she was awarded
the George Forsythe Medal for Excellence
in Teaching.

Vavasis holds an A.B. degree from
Princeton University and a Certificate of
Advanced Study (with distinction) from
Cambridge University, where he was a
Churchill Scholar. He expects to receive
the Ph.D. from Stanford University this
spring. His experience includes five years
of summer employment as a technical re-
searcher in industry and at the Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory.

• Recently named director of Cornell's
Theory Center is Malvin H. Kalos, cur-
rently director of the Ultracomputer Re-
search Laboratory at New York
University's Courant Institute of Mathe-
matical Sciences. The Theory Center is a
national supercomputer facility.

Until Kalos assumes the post in June,
David Caughey, Cornell professor of me-
chanical and aerospace engineering, will
continue to serve as acting director.

Kalos, who is also a professor of com-
puter science at NYU, has centered his
research on applications of computing to
fundamental problems in physics and
chemistry. He is currently using the The-
ory Center facilities for a collaborative
project, with Cornell physics professor
Geoffrey Chester, on mathematical simu-
lation of the behavior of liquid and solid
helium at absolute zero.

Kalos holds a Ph.D. in physics from the
University of Illinois and did postdoctoral
research at Cornell's Laboratory of Nu-
clear Studies. Before joining the Courant
Institute in 1964, he spent nine years as a
scientific adviser with United Nuclear
Corporation. He is a fellow of the Ameri-
can Nuclear Society. 46



FACULTY
PUBLICATIONS

Current research activities at the Cornell University
College of Engineering are represented by the fol-
lowing publications and conference papers that
appeared or were presented during the three-month
period July through September 1988. (Earlier entries
omitted from previous Quarterly listings are in-
cluded here with the year of publication in parenthe-
ses.) The names of Cornell personnel are in italics.

• AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Aneshansley, D. J., G. E. Rehkugler, J. A. Throop, J.
A. Naugle, and S. M Berlow. 1988. Beef, apples, and
grapevines: MV developments in agricultural engi-
neering. Paper read at Robots 12 and Vision '88
Conference, Society of Manufacturing Engineers,
6-9 June 1988, in Detroit, MI.

Choi, H., L. D. Albright, M. B. Timmons, and Z.
Warhaft. (1987.) Air velocity and contaminant distri-
bution in a slot-ventilated enclosure. American Soci-
ety of Agricultural Engineering report no. 87-4036.
St. Joseph, MI: ASAE.

Ditmars, C. 1988. Road Construction Materials
Workshop notes. Cornell Local Roads Program re-
port. Ithaca, NY: Cornell.

Eisner, T., D. J. Aneshansley, and M. Eisner. 1988.
Biologist's toolbox: Ultraviolet viewing with a color
television camera. BioScience 38(7):496-98.

Griffin, K. C. 1988. Small highway department man-
agement. Cornell Local Roads Program report no.
88-5. Ithaca, NY: Cornell.

Skelton, K. 1988. Communications with your board
and the public. Cornell Local Roads Program report
no. 88^ . Ithaca, NY: Cornell.

Steenhuis, T. S., J.-Y. Parlange, M. B. Parlange, and
F. Stagnitti. 1988. A simple model for flow on
hillslopes. Agricultural Water Management

47 14:153-68.

Steenhuis, T. S., R. Paulsen, T. Richard, W. Staubitz,
M. Andreini, and J. Surface. 1980. Pesticide and
nitrate movement under conservation and conven-
tional tilled plots. In Proceedings, 1988 National
Conference on Irrigation and Drainage, pp. 587-95.
New York: American Society of Civil Engineers.

Steenhuis, T. S., T. L. Richard, M. B. Parlange, S. O.
Aburime, L. D. Geohring, and J.-Y. Parlange. 1988.
Preferential flow influences on drainage of shallow
sloping soils. Agricultural Water Management
14:137-51.

Timmons, M. B, and R. S. Gates. (1987.) Predictive
model of heat production and growth characteristics
for large meat-type torn turkeys. American Society of
Agricultural Engineering report no. 87-4513. St.
Joseph, MI: ASAE.

• APPLIED AND
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Bernstein, J. S., X-M. Song, and T. A. Cool. (1988.)
Detection of the formyl radical in a methane/oxygen
flame by resonance ionization. Chemical Physics
Letters 145(3): 188-92.

Chambliss, D. D., T. N. Rhodin, and R. V. Kasowski.
1988. Metal-Si bonding in Cu/Si (111) "5x5" using
angle-resolved ultraviolet photoemission spectros-
copy and band structure calculations. Journal of
Vacuum Science and Technology A 6:1499.

Fleischmann, H. H. (1988.) Compact-toroid fusion
and high-energy particle rings. Engineering: Cornell
Quarterly 22(2): 15-20.

Lovelace, R. V. E., D. Thompson, and D. M. Lee.
(1987.) Magnetic traps for an anti-hydrogen gas. In
Proceedings, Workshop on Cooling, Condensation,
and Storage of Hydrogen Cluster Ions, ed. J. T.
Bahns, pp. 207-17. Stanford, CA: Stanford Research
International.

Mobarry, C. M., and R. V. E. Lovelace. 1988. Magne-
tohydrodynamic flows in Schwarzschild geometry.
Astrophysical Journal 309:455-66.

Zimmerman, N. M., and W. W. Webb. 1988. Micro-
scopic scatterer displacements generate the 1/f resis-
tance noise of H in Pd. Physical Review Letters
61(7):889-92.

• CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Anton, B. 1988. Reactive surface chemistry: A funda-
mental side of applied science. Engineering: Cornell
Quarterly 22(4): 18-22.

Asada, M., and M. L. Shuler. 1988. Simulation of
ajmalicine production and excretion from Catharan-
thus roseus: Effects of in situ adsorption, elicitors,
and alginate immbolization. Paper read at 1988
Annual Meeting, American Chemical Society,
25-30 September 1988, in Los Angeles, CA.

Atadi, M. M., and M. L. Shuler. 1988. Chemically
structured models for anaerobic growth and product
formation. In Handbook on anaerobic fermentations,
ed. L. E. Erickson and D. Y. C. Fung, pp. 243-70.
New York: Marcel Dekker.

Bringi, V., and M. L. Shuler. 1988. Shoot cultures for
the production of plant secondary metabolites. Paper
read at conference, Society for Industrial Microbiol-
ogy, 7-12 August 1988, in Chicago, IL.

Chalam, M. K., K. E. Gubbins, and F. van Swol. 1988.
Simulation of a nematogen in a narrow pore. Paper
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